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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made on a 0.0035 scale
 
model of the North American Rockwell Delta Wing (134D) Space Shuttle
 
Orbiter in the Marshall Space Flight Center 14 inch Trisonic Wind-Tunnel
 
during the period March 11-17, 1971. 
Tests were conducted over a Mach
 
number range from 0.6 to 4.96 at Reynolds numbers from 4.4 to 8.9 x 106
 
per unit length. 
The test primary objectives were control evaluations,
 
therefore the delta wing elevon was deflected symmetrically over a range
 
from 
-20 to +200 and unsymmetrically (aileron control about some elevator
 




The above conditions were evaluated at 00 and 60 sideslip angle
 
over an angle of attack range from -l0O 
to 300, and over an angle of side­
slip range from -100 to 100 at angles of attack of 00, -60, and 60.
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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made on a 0.0035
 
scale model of the North American Rockwell Delta Wing (134D) Space
 
Shuttle Orbiter in the Marshall Space Flight Center 14 inch Trisonic
 
Wing-Tunnel during the period March 11-17, 1971. 
Tests were con­
ducted over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 4.96 at Reynolds numbers
 
from 4.4 to 8.9 x i06 
per unit length. The test primary objectives
 
were control evaluations, therefore the delta wing elevon was de­
flected symmetrically over a range from :200 to +200 and unsymmetri­
cally (aileron control about some elevator setting) at selected
 
positions for aileron deflections at 00, -200, and -400. 
The above
 
conditions were evaluated at 00 and 60 sideslip angle over an angle
 
of.attack range from 
-lo to 300, and over an angle of sideslip range
 
from -10 to 100 at angles of attack of 00, -60, and 60.
 
Detailed descriptions of the model components 
are contained in
 






TABLE I. SAPSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
CA Total.Axial Force 
CAB Base Axial Force 
CAF Forebody Axial Force 
CD - Total Drag Force 
CDB . Base Drag Force 
CDF Forebody Drag Force 
CL Lift Force 
CN Normal Force 
Cy Side Force 
Ci Rolling Moment 
Cm Pitching Moment 
Cn Yawing Moment 
L/D. Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio 
.
SADSAC NOMENCLATr J Z 
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NOMENCLATURE Delta Wing Orbiter 
B5 9992-134D body. Delta wing orbiter body including a 
canopy on the upper surface aft of the nose. 
W17 9992-134D delta wing with 
-50.twist and rounded wingtips. Used with body B5 . Wing blends into body. 
Elo Full span, constant chord elevon located on delta
wing W17. 
Y7 Centerline vertical stabilizer with the 50 (halfangle) wedge trailing edge; used with body B5. 
J2 Drag brake 
- J2 is the deflectable side panels of 
vertical tail V17 hinged @ 60% element line and
extending to the trailing edge. 
X, Straight sting extension 
Refer to the section titled Model Component Description Sheets for
 
dimensional data and the section titled Figures for drawings on the above
 
components. See the dataset collation sheets for a complete run summary
 




.- DATn SET COLLATION SHEETTABLE I. TEST TAT- 4,S 
~cos-&cc~rca~c~.. ~~~rY~e, sSs .A ~iT ov~rb\0 PRETEST 
EL POSTTEST 
SiAvh. (ONTROL DEFLECTIO: NO.- MACIL NUMBERSDATA SETEDLNTIEIER CONFIGURATION ± -r A - of* -:- (hh .4J RLZ& 4,c 4,I 
o2Ats V/- A--, c- 0 S. __ jit44'11 / 
I/6j0M2A eS% Jv~ s~ p(0t ocV 612i 
4A5-113- 7- . Mc 9 A] 1110 1/ 
13 
_ g_ i ii iojL1 g2-X= s0 00/o Olbo _/ 
5,W -7L4/C0 _ z _./4/c, 
- _-
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A O0 S 64/ 2.%/o 016Q__/ own9A-
9 __o.IA,01v011b__ _ _ 9__ t i/c,o0). / C__ . 
B S 0/aa/c 01,/0 'o4/o o,/olob 





110_______ oS V, 4o msA__- oq/_wc__j,1A.O aalot/ 
_ 
IDVAR(2INDVcIPVARMl)
COEFFICIENTS: o4A 10I .,-s to .1 
)
* .. ~.SCHEDULES --
TABLE II. (Con't) TEST-7'.-- 4s4- DATA 'SET COLLATION SHEET 
or r] PRETEST 
IR POSTTEST 
DATA SET SChu. CONTROL DEFLECTIu.; . 5t\CII NUMBERS 
-IDLNTIFIER' CONFIGURATION of 
_ __ _ _ _ a__ ft SE I - -% NS 0.0 10.9 11.0 tI I2 .' 1,4( i.9 52.9 4, 0 .9 l __ 1 
ZAibc. vUJC1EII0'jfl L -4. c- o C) S l/o lo4/., 5/ icn/ofl4/ 
t 4-C ' 4 4 S 1/I2./OiAto t/o/ i(wo lls/0 
1 7 13 19: 273 37 3 9 5561 67 7576ICL ,., . III. 
COEFFICIENTS: jIDPVAR(1)IIDPVAR(2)INDV 







The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
 
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
 
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
 
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
 
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to.produce any desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 180°F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blpcks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack r nge of 200 (±lO). Sting offsets are
 





REYNOLDS NUMBER 	 DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per 	unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
 
1060.6 6.5 x 5.58 	 97 
0.9 6.9 x 	106 7.96 95 
1.0 	 6.7 x 106 8.33 98
 
10 6 96
1. 1 6.7 x 	 8.73 
1,2 6,6 x 	106 8.98 97 
14 	 6. 6 x i06 9.56 99
 
10 6 96
1 96 8.9 x 12.80 

10 6 98
4.952.99 4.4 x 

4,0 4.6 x 106 3.68 100
 
4 96 6.1 x 106 3.40 	 99 
Task 0.7-inch MK I-A Six ComponentBALANCE UTILIZED: 
COEFFICIENT
 
TOLERANCE:CAPACITY: 	 ACCURACY: 
0.3%NF 400 lbs 
0.3%SF 100 ibs 






70 in lbs _____ --	 0.3% 
COMMENTS:
 
No satisfactory method is known for determining the absolute 





Measured data were reduced about the body and stability axis systems. The
 




Delta Wing Orbiter (B5)
 
2 2 
Sref = Sw = wing area = 10.732 in = 6o84.o ft full scale 
fref E = wing MAC = 2.874 in = 821.2 in full scale
 
bref = bw = wing span = 4.980 in = 1422.8 in. full scale
 
The model moment reference point for the Delta Wing Orbiter is 4.979 inches
 
aft of the nose (1422.5 in. full scale), on the lateral centerline, and 0.4550
 
inches above the Fuselage Reference Plane (FRP) (130.0 in. full scale).
 
'Angle of attack and angle of sideslip were corrected for sting and balance
 
deflections, and axial force was corrected for weight tares.
 
Base pressure measurements were made during-the tests at several locations on
 
the vehicle base and have been used to calculate a base axial force which
 
was applied to the data to obtain a forebody axial force. This forebody axial
 
force was then utilized in calculating stability axis data and determining L/D.
 










where CA = measured axial force coefficients minus tares
 
CAB = JPo- (Pl+P2)/2] A. Ab/Sref
 
where p. = free stream static pressure
 
Pl & P2 = body base static pressure
 
q,0 = freestream dynamic pressure
 
Ab = base area =. model base + balance cavity area
 
= 0.005488 ft2 - delta wing orbiter
 
CL = CN cos a- CAP sin a
 




The center of pressure data are presented as a percent of body length and were
 
determined by the following equation:
 
Xc.p./ = [c.g. - (&/C,) d 1 
Where incremental coefficients are presented these values were calculated by
 
subtracting the value of the coefficient obtained with the controls neutral
 
from the value obtained with the control at some deflected setting:
 
Ae(x) C(x)6=y - (x) 6o 
112 
TALE. IV. 




TITLE ...-	 "' 'SCHEDUt.E VAPlX G PAGES 
.
Component Buildup Effects A, 	 Configuration, Mach 1-70 
Number 
Beta Effects On Component Baidup A B ' Mach Number, Angle 71-120 
of Side slip 
Effects of Sideslip Variation On C 	 Mach Number, Angle .121-125
 
"
,Configuration £5WI'-710'- of Sicleslip 
Beta Effects On Component Buildup A & B Mach Number, Angle 126-175 
of Sideslip 
Effects Of Sideslip Variation On C Mach Number, Angle :T6-180 
Configuration Bl5W17ElOV17J2 of Sideslip 
Incremental Aerodynamic Caracteristics D Mach Number 181-195 




Effects of Mach No. On the Orbiter Alone 
 F Mach Number 256-259 
Effects of Mach No. on Configuration B5W17J2 F Mach Number 260-263 
Effects of Elevator Angle Variation On The A & C Elevator Deflection, 264-303 
Complete Orbiter B5W17EIOVlTJ2X Mach Number 
Elevator Effectiveness At Various Angles G Angle of Attack, 304-318 




SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX 
- . PLOTTED,_. 
COICIENTS CODITIONS 
TITLE SCEDULE VARYING PAGES 
Elevator Effectiveness Derivatives 
 H Mach Number 319-333
 












Aileron Effectiveness At Various Angles I, Angle of Attack, 412-431
 
Of Attack Mach Number
 
Aileron Effectiveness Derivatives 
 M Mach Number 432-435
 




Lateral Directional Stability 0 	 Mach Number 451-465
 
Lateral Directional Stability N 	 Mach Number 466-471
 




Lateral Directional Stability Derivatives Q Angle of Attack 487-489--

L/D Max Variation With Mach Number R Mach Number 490-492
 
TABLE IV. (Cont) 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: 
(A) ON, CAF, CL, ODF, CI2M, n/n, XCP/L vs. Alpha 
(B) CY, CLN, CSL vs. Alpha 
(c) oN vs. CIM 
(D) DELCN, DELCAF vs. Alpha, DELCN vs., DELCYM 
(E) DELCY, DELCBL, DELCAF vs. Alpha, DELCY vs. DELC3ZN 
(F) CN, CAF, CIM vs. Alpha, CN vs% CIM 
(G) DELCIM, DELCDF, DELCL vs. ELVATH 
(H) DCLMDE, DCDFDE, DCL/DE vs. Alpha 
(I) oN, CM, CAF vs. ELVATR 
(J) DCN/DE, DMAIDE, DCAFDE vs. Mach Number 
(K) CY, ClIN, CSL, OTN, Ht vs. Alpha
 
(L.) CY, CYN, CBL, CAF vs. Ailron
 
(M) DCY/DA, DCYNDA, DCBLDA, DCAFDA vs. Mach Number 
(N) Cy! CLN, CSL vs. Beta 
(0) DCY, DCIX, DCSL vs- Alpha 
(P) CxN, CBL vs. Beta, - O ivs. 
(Q) DCY, DCYN, DCBL vs. Mach Number 




1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angles arie 
indicated by arrows. 
2'.	For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 







CA X C 
D 
V 
Figure 1. Axis systems 
, showig direction and sense of force and-....... 
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FIGUR 3. W5CDy E5 9992- [545 CcN~ilsuAT-ai, 
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FIGURE 4. W7ING W1 7 9992-134 D Configuration 
19 
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NORT1' AMEIRICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
.. 
 661.43 BL 
132 
FIGURE 5. ELWON, F IO-EflVON USED WITH WING W1T 
20
 
LOS ANGELES IMSION 











V\ik;ICAL. SFA5ILIZEZ V 17 
21 






Top of Body (W.P. 271.29) 




67 Top of Body (W.P. 274.29) 
50 R8 With S = 0 
VERTICAL TAIL V 17 
R8 With 8 j 2 = 150 
20 
FIGURE 7. DRAG BRAKE J 2 
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TABLE V.
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - 35 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-1310 body. Delta wing orbiter body incling a 
canopy o the upper surface an of the nose. The model scale factor is 
0.0035. 
DRAWING NUMBER: Limes Ng. 9992-1343 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length , in. 2320.00 7.420
 
Max. Width, in. 462.86 1.62o
 
Max. Depth, in. 279.29 0.960 





ft 2Max. Cross-Sectional , T02.,5 0. 0035o 









MODEL COMPONENT: Wif-,17 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Dlelta wing with twist and rounded wing tips. WiOng
 
)b.end into bhr y. FoflotsNR lines drpwzn, ggo-i31.
 
 
Model Scale = 0,0035
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 

















Rate of Taper 	
-na....8 
Taper Ratio 	 ,to72 o 
.0
Diehedral Angle, degrees 

_. 	 _
Incidence Angle, degrees 










Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge p.o ._ 
Trailing Edge o.oo 0 0"o)










Tip, (equivalent) (w.S. 647.9T) 
 o116..oho8
I4AC (w.S. 234.63) 	 628.64 
 2.90
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

-5.245
W.P. of .25 MAC







Root (w.s. 241.80) 

" NACA 000-64Tip (WoS. 546.07) NACA 0012-64
 
EXPOSED DATA 	 A 
Area, .ft2 
 2658.68 	 0.0325T












Chords: in.Root, (Equiv.) (W.S. 237.61) 821,51

Tip, (Equiv.) (w.s. 647.97) 116.45 
 A-LOB 
MAC (W.S. 391.34) 558.63 -955
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
 1S01 	 5,95L-
W.P. of .25 MAC 
 65,,7

B.L. of .25 MAC
 
Planform area, ft 2 
.. 46.11 	 0.00057Leading edge intersects NU.ML@ Sta., in.1f3 IadingMed'e intersects winq, L.E.@ stn.. .L-­in- .b2i'j 	 4.coo 2 
TABLE VII.
 
MODEL COMPONENT: n-E ICjjor one of two sides) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: jnlj. span, constant chord elevon located on delta wing
 
W17. 




DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Arew ft2 03Q0482 
Span (equivalent) , in. 428.83 1.501 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in. 1.462 (w.s. 223.41)
Outb'd equivalent chord, in. (w.s. 652.25) 
Rati6 movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
i 0 o____ 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
-- 0.i16 
JAt Outb'd equiv. chord 
. 1.210 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 





Area Moment (Normal to hinge line, ft3 4g14-87







MODEL COMPONEN.T: Vertical StabilIzer 
- V y, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: centerlin vertteaa stabilizer with the 50 (halT ag!e)
wedge trailing edge. Used with delta wing orbiter body Th (cog atxon 
2992.134B). 











Theoretical Span, in. 66,.63
Span (equivalent) in. 
-.30i-. 1.3o1 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 

..... 1.43 71.53 
Taper Ratio 0718 0.7_/_ "





Toe-in Angle, degrees - _ " o-
Cant Angle, degrees ­
_0.0-





Trailing Edge 45.0 
0.25 Element Line 
_--1-73-4 --
Chords: Theoretical Tip, in. 

- . .
Root (16~trnv t W.?. 274.29 in -- 0.353Tip, (equival at),(W.P.646. 9o ±n),in 12266 
MAC O.P. 428.19 in),in 27-§.95T 
rus. Sta. of .25 MAC inW.P. of .25 MAC, inWL. of .25 MAC, 1 7l ­Airo'0.0 in 
.09 0.0Airfhi] Sectionwedge shape with L.E.R. 













MAC . . .. .
 
Fts. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
WP. of .25 MAc
B.L. of .25 MAC 
-
27 
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SYMBL SD4BOL DEFINITlION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind ;,-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
BETA sideslip angle, an'gle between the wind kw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the'positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward thepositive Z-axis; degrees 
9 air density; Kg/m3s slugs/ft3 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; 
-m/sec, ft/sec 
qQ(PSI) dynamic pressure; i/2p psi, paf 
Q(PSF) 
M2 MACH Mach number; V/a 
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number pe-unit length; million/ft 
P static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; pps 










wing area; m2 , ft2 







wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see iref or LBEF) 
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see ) 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, ih 
base area; m2 , ft2 , in2 














for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 





Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFfITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
s stability axis system 
v wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
free stream conditions 







































SDM L DEFINITION 
Body Axis System
 
CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
 
CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
 
CAB 
 base axial force coefficient; 
[-i] [(Pb - P)/q] cAb/B) 
OAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA CAb-
CYR yawing moment coefficient; MqS'bref
 
CBL 
 rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref
 
Common to BothAxis Systems
 
CIM 
 pitching moment coefficient; My/qS gref
 




CL lift force coefficient; FLqS
 
CD drag force coefficient; FDqS
 
CDB 
 base drag coefficient
 
CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
CMN 
 yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref
 
CSL 
 rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
 
L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJ/CD
 



































HORIZT 	 horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees
 














- trailing edge down
 
ELEVON 
 elevon - -trailing edge down 
ELVA TR elevator - trailing edge downFLAP 	 flap 





- trailing edge to the leftSPOILR spoiler 
- trailing edge downTAB tab 
- trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface

antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 
positive trailing edge down:
 
AIL-L 
 left aileron 	 - trailing edge downAIL-R 
 right aileron'- trailing edge down 
ELVN-L left elevon 	 - trailing edge downELVN-R 
 right elevon 	 - trailing edge downSPLR-L 






















A tabulated data listing, consisting of -all aero data sets, both originaland those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­quently, is available as an addendum.to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 
 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,

the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 
 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or

selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
NASA MSFC 
 Mr. Jim Weaver
 
DR Mr. C. R. Leef
 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­






Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESBTA ELVATR AIERON'Vasoo., 0 NSFCO4 DELTA OITER 	 RrFERCNCE INrORNATIONBR SW17LIOV17JaX(VESDZA) 	 0.000 0.000 D.D00
NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER HSWI7EICX 	 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
(Va0IA) NSFCAS4 HR DELTA 	 0.000 0.000 0.000ORBITER S5X 	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
0.000 






















-1 -10 - -6 -4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA .ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI t BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IVZg 6A) MSFC44 MR DELTA ORBITER 65W17EIDV17J2X VIODDO 0.0a 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO F T(V DA .SC48 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17riOX 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 82S.2004 INCHES
( V 290A ) SFC484 R DELTA OB ITE R 5 X 0 .0 00 RE FB - 14 2 2 .8 40 N C H S
 
•XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
DAT SE TI 4 CO VI URA B TA LV TR ILR N E PAE EION 0E CRI S NEO 


















_ 4 -a_ 10 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATAgOSET SYBOL CCFIqRATIO DESCRIPTION ETA ELVATE AILRON REFERENCE IFORATION 
(V-.l FC4.4 NRM B L IR U.t01VTJ000 0.050 
 O.Q0O REFS 6064.U040 SQ FT
(V) g R H 
F 4 4 N ELTA ORBITER 85WI?r.,UX 
 G.UOO 0 .0011 0.000
(VZ2:01A) MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5X REFL 821 ,EDU4 INCHES
 0.990 
 REFS 14Z2.S040 INCHES
 














S3H3N1 oas~ornn a9H 
000.0 XSS H31Xfow V1130 HN ve*'4SH (VOG3A,
S3NDNI one.?za 14~v G00-G 000.0 G00.0 XG?32Th59 ?J31I90 Y1130 HN *9*2JS !L (Ya0t2A)
14 as 0*00.*909 SA33 00010 000*G 000.0n XarLAGJAMSG 8311980 YflBO NN *9*349fl (YOGSZA)
NOtiYHuO4N? flNgag34 NOfiV Hg1VA1J VISO -N hAdl)£sG Cri±V8oi4NO OskS 1.3tvivo 
S338S30 'VI-ldlV '34JVLLYJ.3 iNV 
Zr r a s * --8 T ; 
LI-
















u 6 4 0 1
 
DAT STO~FI RAIO DECRPTONANGLEYMBL OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
I A IE SYMBOL :4FIMRTI DELCPI BETA ELVATR AILR ,. REFERENCE INFORHiTION(VZSO6J HDF{84 NR ELT ORBITER 85W7EDV17j2X 
 DDD OD 0 OO OR 
 F 04 04 Q F

'v gAl .FC4 4 R DELTA ORBITER SSWlrEIOX D O OD 0.000 0.0130 REFS 60 . 004C
V2901A)- M SFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSX hCHIT 0:13 000 








HA H .9 5SC 























--£ -O 8 -6 -4 - 2 46 
 $
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA $CT SYHMb CONlFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BTA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATIOH
MR DELTA OBDITRQ SFC484 NV2SOOA) 05W17?loVITJZX 0DOW 0.000 0.0001V2902A) REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTMSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER D5WI7ElOX 0.000 0.000 0.000(VZ2iA) 0 NSFC484 HR DELTA ORBITER OSX REFL 82:.2004 INCHES0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.000A INCHES 






















-'-12 -10 a 6 -­1 q i , i 4 t, l , o . 
2 a 2 4 
SANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
V 9 0ADA T A SE T S Y M BOL H C 4N FI G U R A T DI ONRT D E S CRI PTI ONE A E V T I R NR 
2: 0 6 S C 8 R D L A O B I T R BSW I~t I DVIJTJ X 
. 0 a 0 .0 0 0 0 .0D 0CV2901A) MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSWX O 0.001) 0.000 0.000(V2D;A SF¢84R ELT BTERB3X. 0.000• 
6 
j 
a 10 &a 
E E { C N O H T O 
R E FS 60 8 4 0 0 4 0 e F 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 































-1 12 6 -424 a1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATIQN DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(VO NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER SSWIl7IOVI7J2X 0.00a 0.000 0.U00 
 REFS 6084.0040 5Q FTCV2902A1 
 MFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSWIIIOX 
 D.DO 0.000 0.010 REFL 021.2004 INCHES(VESD1A) 0 NSFC404 NR DELTA ORBITER BSX 0.000 
 REFS 142Z.804 INCHES
 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP a0.101 INCHES 































12 10 6 ­ 2 . "* "z4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA .:DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONlFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONBEAAIO-
CYZOOA)(V2-0A) 






-SX ,4X - -
I(3VATR, 
S. 000. 0.000o "o 
GR0 "_ -E 
0.01104 
REFERENCE INFORMAiON 
RE S' 6 0104.0640 so Fr810 
21.004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP ±0.0004 INCHES 
MAHZHRF 130.0004 INCHE$ 





































-2 -4 -I8 4 - Q 2 4 6 0 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
:06AI 
 H5FC404 MR DELTA ORBITER 35k11EIDVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
(VZZA, 2 N .FC484HR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEIDX 4.00D 0.000 0.000tV299±A) Q NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5X REFL 821.2004 INCHES0.000 REFS 1422,0040 INCHES
 
XMRP 1422.504a INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHESHACH 1.965 










I­ j 0.4 


















 4 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CVNR0oA3 
 HSFC4O4 MR DELTA ORBITER 85W1?E1OV:TeJX 
 "0.000 0.000 U.00
(V200A) * NSFC484 REFS 6084.0040 59 PTNR DELTA ORBITER 5XBSWi;Ox 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 
0.000 

























 - 8 - 6 - 4 
 - £4 
 6 a so I 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHA, DE:GREES
 
DATA SEAT SYMBOL H CONFIGURATION£TDESCRIPTIONITE BETA ELVA TR A ILRON REFERENCE INFORMA TIONCV2906AV)J2 NSFC48 MRDDELTA ORBITE BDB4.n040
V9902AI "SFC484 Se
R DELTA ORBITER DSWITE1X D .O °al REFS 8 5N0HF
.000 .oac 608 .040 
(VED0IA) MSFC464 MR DELTA ORBITER USX 







Y0R. 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHR 93D000 4 INCHESMACH 0.904 




* u '.--,---r-- r,-r -­ r--
0.0A 
-r--r--1-r---J-r-r 











I-0 _ _ _ _ 
-Do -to - 0 6 4 - 0 48 O 1
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATAD S E, T SYMBOL H CO4FI GURATION DESCRIPTION -BTA ELVAR AILRON REFERENCE INFORATON ' 
.01 FC: MR DELTA ORBITER 05W17t OV17J2X 0.000 0.0DD 0.000 REFS 68. eF(VZD2 J SF¢44 NR DELTA ORBITER BDWI7EIDX +O EL sosEoaO2*G4ZCE Be FTO 
CV2901A) 0 MSrC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85X 0.00 ,00 0.0 REFL 1200S40 INCHES 






 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 13 













V2902A ). 1 ) 
- -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
COFIGURATION DESCRITION BETA ELVATR ALRON 
SFC464 NR DELTA ORBITER SW$ OVJJX 0.000 O.Oop U.00SF 4 4 OBITER 8W 1T6 WX . 000 .OO ff 0 .000M C 8 NR DELTA M13 DSX 0 0  
AACH1.463 ALPHA.5 
6 a Ia Ia 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
R FL 8 1. 004E S 1422 6 40 INCHES 
Xm p 14ZZ,5060 INCHESYMRP 0.0001 INCHES 



















_ _ __ 











- -B 	 -4 2 0 4 	 to Ia1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNJFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION BETA SLVATR AiLRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(V2906A) 
 M SFC404 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17T:IOV1TJUX 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 
 6004,0040
(V2902A) HSFC404 	 4 FT
R DELTA ORBITER 85Wl-,E OX 
 O0. O . O






ZHRP -00.0004 INCHESACH 1.965 


















Sig -10 a 6 -4 2 0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATAg SET Y MBOL COFIGURATI ON DESCRIP TJO BETA ELVATR kLRO N 
(6AV 9 SF 484 NR DELTA OBIT R 0SW 7 1O V 1TJ zX . 0.00 0a a 0 1000O(V E90A ) 'U M FC4 4 NR DEL A OBITER SWI iE lX . 00 0 .,130 . 0o(V2 9O A ) * MFC4 4 R D E TA OBITER 8X . 00, 
MACH 0.605 
6 
E ERENCE INFOR ATIO N 
REF S 6 84 .0040 Be FT 
R FL 8 22 20 4 INCHES 
REF S 142 .804 0 " INCH S 
XMRP 142a.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 























- 8- 64 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATI DESCRIPTI 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON
CVZOOGA) Q MSFC4O4 HR DELTA ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATIONBSW1EIOVLTJZX 
 0.000
CVZ02A) CA HSFC484 HR DELTA (ORITER 6SWt7EIX 0.00a 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT0.000 0.000 0.000
(VESOSA) $ REFLNSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BX 821.2004 INCHES
0.000 

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES

DATA9}SET SYMBOL C06FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA ELVATR AILROM REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 206)Q NFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER 05WI 7FOV17J2X 


















_____ -4 ___ - 2- a 2 4_a___1 
,0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
rATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA "ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(VE9 6A) M SFC484 NR DELTA OR ITEM B5W17EIUV17J2X 0.00D 0.000 000RF 
 04U4 QF
 
1 :902A) MSFC484 NR DELTA OR:ITER S5W'7ElDX 0.000 0.00a0 0.000 
 REFL- 821,ZU 4 INCHES
 (vzg0IA) 0 MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5X 0.000 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
XMRP 14 2254 IC
 
YRF 0.DIS00 1N CHES
 






















.0 - _-__ - ._ ___ - 6810 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 







HSFC484 HR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7J2X 
MSFC4B4 HR DELTA ORBITER BSWIEIOX 

















XHRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP 130.004 INCH ES 












__ _ __ _ 
-. 1 -10 -8 4 - 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SE SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
IV:6A NF 4:4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIQVlTj2X 0.000 0.000 0.000V. 'A; ISFC4 A NR DELTA ORBITER S5W17EIQX O*Oav 0.000 0.000 
V 2 9 0 1 A ) H FC 4 4 N R D ELTA ORB IT E R S5X0 
. 0R 
HACH 0.605 
6G 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 50 FT 
REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
E S 1 Z S O I C S 
XNRP 14225040 INCHE! Y Rp a. O O: o o NCH CGZHRP .00.00.4 I ES 













-' 12n -10 -8 - 6 4 a 2 4 6 a. to In 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR' AILRON -"REFERENCE INFORMATION 
VE OGA) Q NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17ElUVl7JZX U.000 0.000 0.000 REF 6064,bO40 60 FT 
V29D2.|0 a SFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIUX 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
CV2901A] * MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSX 0.000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XARF 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y44RF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZR 130 D004 INCHES 











* 0 5 _ 
_.




-in 4 aA o aso i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 'DEGREES
 
DATA SE6T YMO COFIGURATIONDESRPTION BETA ELVATR hLRON "REFERENCE NFORATION 
,:GA 2(V gD ) 
V 2 0 0A ) 0 
M8FC44 R DELTA ORBITER DSW17E2UVlrJ2XMS D B NR DELTA OBTER 5W 17EDX 










R F S 
6064,Vu4Q 
8R 1.204 
4 2 .8040 
30 FT 
NCHES 
INC H E S 
XMRP "1492.5D40 INCHES 
YNRP 0.,O00O INCHES 
ZRRP $3DoUQD4 INCHES 














Li..*,o ,__, __n___* n___ _ _______ 
w. 
-' 1 -810 6 -4 D "2 4 6 a 10 &Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATAO:ET SYMBOL MSCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON .REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0al) 0.000 0.000 REFS 6064.u 4D SQ FT
 
IV29D A ) HFC404 MR DELTA CESITER B5W1TEIDX 0.1300 0.DDD 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 I V29 A) HFC484 MR DELTA 
ORBITER SWl7ElDV7J2X 
•{ZSOIAI MNFC4 84 MR DELTA ORBITER 85X 0.000 REPS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YARP 0:,00 , INCHES 
ZHRP la00D04 INCHE 










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
: V2906A) M SFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV1TJ2X 














REFS 6084-240 89 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFB 14228040 NCHE S 
XMRP 14225040 INCHES 
YNRp 0 " 0 INCHESZMRP 130004 INCHES 







4 6 IQ It­2 -$I- -- 2 -4 a-to - 4--
ANGLE,OF ATTACK. ALPHA,. DEGREES
 
DATASSET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(V29 6A) (D NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7EIQV17JZX 0.D00 0.000 0.000 REFS 6064.Cn4O 56 FT 
CV2S02A) MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEICX 0.000 0.000 0.o00 A&FL 822.2004 INCHES 
(V2901A) NSFC404 NR DELTA ORBITER BSX D.ODD MusB 14 2Z.a0O INCHES 
k pp 1422.5040 INCHES
 
YWAP 0.0000 INCHES












DATA SET SYMBOL 
" ,: ,GOA ;(V D A) 
V2901 ) 
MAC H 
-10 -8 -6 - 4 -9 a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C OF GURATI ON D SCRIPTI ON BTA ELVATR AILRO M 
MSFC4 0 4 N R DE L T A O B I T E R B S W 7E l V lTJ X D . 00 0 .0 13 0 . 0 0 0 
HSFC4 4 R DELTA OB TER BSW 7EI X . 000 .00 0 0.000 
NSFC484 NR DELTA OBITER BSX 0 000 
0.904 
6 a a 
" 
REFER NC E INFOR AT O N 
RE F S 6 0 4. 0 0 4 0 Q F T 
REFL 82 . 004 INCHES 
R FS 14 2.8040 INCHES 
XRP 1422,5041 IN CHES 
YRP DoD INCHES 
ZHRP 130.D004' INCHES 









2 -6 -4 -Z a 2 4 a in_ 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK', ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPXION BETA ELVAIR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(VZ906A) Q MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVITJ2X a coo0 0,O a oo REFS 6084-Cn4O SQ FT 
, VZ90RA) L 0:000 0:OD 0000 B21.2004 INCHESM$FC484 MR DELTA ORBITER 05WIZ£lOX KOS'O.FL 
(V2901A) 0 MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER SX 0.000 REFS 14?2.8040 INCHES 
- NRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
vk, 0.P0,O00 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
HACH 1.1da 









_ -- -" 
-4 
I-6 
I -- 8 f I f e t 
______e i • 
• .. 
. 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION STX ELVATR AILRON 
SFC484 R DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV17J2X D.000 0.000 0.000MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER DSW17EIUX D.000 0.000 0.000 
NSFC404 MR DELTA ORBITER 85X D.000 
AACH1O463 ALHA35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084 0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFO 142Z.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422 $040 INCHES 





-6 - 4 - 0 4 
 6 s to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHADEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON R6F£RENCE INFORMATION 
CV2g06A) M SFC4.4 MR DELTA ORBITER 85WITEIQVI7J2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.aC40 SQ FT 
c 2 ..A) . SFC4 4 MR DELTA ORBITER 25WL?ElOX - .000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES

































. . . . . 
LLI 
-'-1 -12 -in-
- 4 - " U£4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOLA CON.'FIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
BE MFC'484 MR DELTA ORBITER BS E lDIIVl7JZX 0.00 0.000 0.000 
(VEDIA) _ HSFC464 MR DELTA OR.BITER B WEIT OX 0.000} 0.000 Q.000]V2 DA) MSFC484 MIR DELTA O'RBITER B5X 12.000 
MIACH 0.605 
6 a 1O0Z 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS5 6084.u04D SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040} INCHES 
XHRP 1422.50]40 INCHESYMRp 0.00.0 *INCHES 
02__ 130.000]4 INCHES 
SC'ALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 31 
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&a -0 -4 -2 a I 4 6 a 10 1&_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO- CNFIGRATICN DESCRIPTICUI 











F 18 ~ J -
REFL , 821.2004 INHCHES 
(Vo2OA) NSFC484 MR DELTA CIT£R IB5X 0.000 REFS 1422.,8040 INCHES 




























la -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 4 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
8T SYMBOLDATA SEA CONFI GURATION DESCR IPTION BETA ELVATR AZLRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
H26A)
MFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5Wlt?-I0VI7J2X 

V2902A) 0.000 0.000 0.000O REF& 6084,V240 SQ FT
NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5WITE1oX 

:V29DIA) RSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5X 
0.000 D.D130 .0D0 REFL 821.2OU4 INCHES
0.000 








MACH 1. 102 






2.0 -"-r w ,----r- rrr -r-'-T -rr,- rrr-t--r--r ---- r- -rrr~g Wl 
&.4 
LJ 1./-S- ___ _..,__.­
< 
(n







-'1 -10 a 6 -4 a 1 4. 6 0 so st 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
V2906A} MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W.?EIDV1TJ2X 0.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084onG40 SQ FT 
V2902A) J MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI0X D.000 0.000 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
VZ9DIA) HSFC484 NR DELTA MSRIJER B$ U.0011 RE.FS 142Z,804D INCHES 
XNRP 1422.504D INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
m. H 
__6_SCALE 

























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE5TSYBOL CCFIURATICHDSCRIPTION BTA ELVATR AILRON 
 RFRENCE INFORMATION (V96A SFC4a4 NR DELTA ORBITER SWITEI0VtJ2jX 0.000 0.000 REFS0.000 6084.DU40 se FTV 2 :0 A ) S F C 4 4 R D E L TA O R IT R S W L T E l X 
























-- 4 -2 o 2 4 a t 2_"2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V2905A) HSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EI0V17J2 6.00D 6.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
 
(V2904A) LN MSFC4O4 NR DELTA ORBITER 8SV1TJZ 6.00 D REFL 821.21UD4 INCHEs
 (V S0A) 0 17SFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E*O 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.804D INCHES 
XHRS 1422.504D INCHES 
YVRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130:0004 INCHES 









-4 a 2 4 " 
ANGLE OF"'ATTACK.,ALPHA, DEGREE$ 
DATA- 5ET-SYMBOL "CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIM 
-BETA , ELVAT R AILRON
"(V 8g 5A ) C4 4 N R D LTA OB IT R 5W l E l V lITJ Z 6 .0 00 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
( 4Ag ) 11F 4:4 'N LTA ORSIT R SVI?J2 " .000 






8" D $ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION" 
R E F S 6 84 .0 04 0 , 3 F T 
R FL 6,21 .2 04 I CH ES 
R F D 142 .8040 ICH S 
1422.5040 INCHES 
TYHRF 0.0000 INCHES. 
ZNRP 130.0004- INCHES 











-0 -8 -6 -4 a a 2 4 G" 6 so 12 
- . ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 





4HSFC4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WITEIOVI7J2 
NFC404 MR DELTA ORSITER BSVITJ 
6.000 
6:00 






(VZ903A) NSFC484 HR DELTA ORBITER 85WITEI 6.000 0.000 0.000 "REFP 142Z.6040 INCHES 
*HoP 1422.5040 INCHES 
3fRP .6.0000 'INCHES 
ZfRP 130.0004 INCHES 











.­2-l -1 0. - , 4 - 4. 6 P IS e 
SANGL OF.ATTACK, ALPHA,DEGRE " " 
DATA SET SYMaOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR .AILRON "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(V2905A) 
Cv2g04A 
V Z . 3 A ) 
,SF¢4 
N S F C 4 8 4 
MR DELTA ORBITER B5Vl7JZ . 
R D E L T A O B IT E R S W 1 7 E J . 
-6.000 
. 0 0 0 0 
-REFL 
0 0 0 ' . 0 D R E F S 
62;.Z04 
1 4 2 2 .8 4 6 
INCHES 
I NC H E S 
•XMRP" 1422.514W' INCHES 
I- -RP ":YMRP U.SouO 1.0004 
INCHES 
INCHES 











DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CVZ BSA) M SFC484 NR DELTA OBITER BSW17ElGV1?J2 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6064.ZC40 SG FT 
CV2:04A) MSFC4a4 MR DELTA ORBITER BSV$TJ2 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES (V2903A) MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EID , 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS L422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRPp a a a INC UESz~hP 13 0.0004 INCHES
 
MACH 1.969 SCALE o.0035 SCALE
 
S PACE 4 0 
COMPONENT BUILDUP EFFECTS
 
.00, , j 1wl 11p w| -,r-7- *r-T rrr -r-i-e rr--- c-rs­
.07 























-10 a.0 -6 4 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIOND ESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
SFCAS4 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17 I0V17J2 6.000 0.100 0.000
N..C484 NR DELTA ORBITER DSVIJZ 6.000 
MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIO 6.000 0.000 0.000 
0.607 
6 0 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 S FT 
REFL 621.2D04 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP i 110.0004 INCHES 





















ANGLE (F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(VOSOSA) Q ' SFC44 HR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1DVIJ2 6.000 0.000 0.000 REF5 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(VZ04A) .1 HSFC44 NR ,DELTA ORBITER ESVI?J2 6.001 RPFL 821 .rD4 INCHES
 
(V2903A) W 6.000 0.OQ




























"E 4ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESD ASETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ETA ELVATR AILRON.:Q A SFC4:4 NRDELTA ORBITER B5Wl TEIUVIJZ 6.000 U.DUO 
°DD0 
93)Vg4) 484F NRRDELTA ORBAITER BSVl Z 
6.000VV90A
* SC8 RDLAOBITER B5WIEtD 




- 6 a 10 Is 
REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
REFS 60a4.(3140 SQ FTREFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 149Z.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
Y RV 0 00 00 INCHES1 0 INCHE$ 

















-.0- 6 - 4 - a 4 B le e 
-: ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFI0JRATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SO FT 
IV204A,I HFC4 NR DELTA ORBITER SVITja 6.0DO 'REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
(VZ903A) NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER SSWITE10 6,000 0.000 0.000 REFB 1422.8D40 1 ,CHES 
' MRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
-YHRP a 0000 INCHES 
Z"H F 130:0004 INCHES 
ffAH ,4' SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 





.Do~~~~~n .rrr-........ rr-r 
.07 
___ 












_ __ _ 
. 
.- -10 - - 4 -

Mi ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IV:5A SFC404 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIDV17Ja 6.000 0.000 0.000 
 REFS 6084.0040 $9 FT
(2 04A) NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSVITJZ .E EL 82 D4 ICE

R DELTA
SCS MV~3) ORBITER BSWlTEID 6.000 0.000 0.000 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
















S -0.6 . . . . . . . . 
-j 1 -0. - _ 4 2 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATH AILRO 
V2:0SA) MSFC404 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EIOV17JZ 6.000 0 000 o,'OO0 
VZ 04A3 L HSFC484 "R 0 LTA ORBITER B5VITJZ 6.000 
CV2903A) WSC484 MR DELTA ORBITER S5W17EID 6.000 0.0013 0.900 
-ACH 0.607 
6 8 22$8 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084;4Df So FT 
REFL a21.20114 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 142E.5040 INCHESY.RP 0.0000 INCHES 
















-e -6 -4 - a 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREESDATA SET SYMBOL C0NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVAIR AILRON(VRS.) 
.NSFCAS4HR DELTA4,BITER BSWIVEIOVIJ 6.000 0.000, 0.000(V2So4A) HSFC4N4 R DELTA ORBITER SSVItJ2 6.000 
-(V293A) 0 MSFC4O4 NR DELTA ORBITER S5WITEIO 6.000, 0.000 0.000 
MACH 0.908 
6 8 10 S 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 6084.nD40 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP .130.0004 INCHES 





















lii i , * i ~ l 1
 
-a. -t 4 .0a 0s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON R EFERENCE INFORMATION 
V2905A) HF44 MR DELTA ORBITER'BSWI7El0VI7JZ 6.000D .UDC .o REFS 6084.0040 80 FT
LVZS 4AI MFC4I4 MR DELA OBITER BSV1TJ2 6.000 qL 821.2004 INCH"ES
 
(V2903A) 0 MSFC4 4 MR DELTA OR ITER BSWIE1D 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 1422.8040 IncHES 
XMRfP 1424.5040 INCHES 
",Y Rp .000 D INCHES
I.p 130.0 04 





*o - $- -r-I--r--i -,--,-- w-r-r- -v---s- w-r r r-- trw 
C.. 








Lii0.2 E E ___ ... I... 
-0.4
 
-o'2 -10 - 8 - 6 - -Z 0 24 4 6- a t o le 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILROM - - REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
V2 SA SFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSWI?EiOViTJ2 6.000 0.006 0.000 REFS 
 6064.b040 50 FT
(V2 04A' ,F,4,4 NR DELTA ORBITER BSV 7J2 6.1100 
 REFL 82;.Z*04 INCHES
(V29D3A) NSFC464 MR DELTA ORBITER 8SW17[E 




YMRF :oov0 INC HE$
Z0R. 130.0004 INCHES
 
MACH 1.466 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 49 
COMPONENT BUILDUP EFFECTS ­








-2 -10 -a 4 - 2 . 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
I VZ905A) Q MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTElGVl7JZ 6.00 0.00D 0.000 
IV2 04A; MSFC404 NR DELTA MBITER B5VI7J2 6°0ou 
CV2903A) MSHFC484 NR DELTA MBITERBSW17ElO 6.000 0.000 0.0OO 
MACH 1.969 
6 so la 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-REFS 6084.DU40 SQ FT 
REFC 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XRRP 14Z?.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0*00 INCHES 
ZMRP I00,004 1 NCHES
'SCALE 0.0135 SCALE 
PAGE 50 
_ _ 
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.1 4__ 2 24 ato l 
-. 05 
-121 -10 -85 -s6 4 -e 0 2 4 £ 0 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION(V2S05A Q MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EOV1tJ2 6.000 0.00a 0.000 REFS 6084.IG40 SO FT(V2004A) £ IFC484 R DELTA ORBITER ESVIJ2 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
(V2903A) 0 ISFC484 HR DELTA ORBITER ES5W1EI0 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFP 142.8040 INCHES
 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 I CHES 
ZNRP 150.0004 INCHES 


















-£ -10 - -6 - 4 - 4 
-- , NGLEOF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION" BETA ELVATR AILRON 
Q MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBI TER '85W17EIl3VI7JZ 0,0D oDDO 0.000 
ZI SFC484 NR ELTA OR ITER 5VI7J 6,00BO 




- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.5Z40 60 FT 
FL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
x pft 149.5040 INCHES 
O,:00O INCHES 
Z.Np Z a 0.D 1NCHES 

















-2--­ 4 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIPTIW ETA ELVATR AILRON 
2V9D H FC4 4 NR DE LTA OR ITER SWITE IDV 1TJ Z 6 .000, . 000 D ., 0R 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER SSVITJZ 6.000




FS 6 84 nD D SO F 
REFL S21,2004 INCHE! 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHE! 
XMRF 14g22o040 INCME c 
YNR, p 0 00 O INCH" 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHE! 








-,2 -106 4ANGL 2OFATCK 02 LH. ERE 0 I 
.5 
*R 20 
6.00 0.0 __.____0 FS 60 4.04 








5Y10L. CVHFIGURATIG@ DESCRIPTION4 
0 HSFCAS4 HR DELTA ORBITER BSWITIOVIJ2 












1422-- 8 IS 
SCALE 0.33 SCALEAPH 
54ATCK 
EFERENCE IHFORHATION 
. EFS 6084.C 40 3* FT 
EFL 821.2004 INCHES 
.E li 1422.8040 INCHES 
XFIRP 14225040 INC|hES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
2Z4RP 130.0004 INCHES 
0.0]035 SCALE 
PAGE 54 













-1 1 - 6- 46f1 01 
a H 
MAC.156 SCALE__ 0.0(13 SCAL 
-°-12 "-0 - 0 6 - 4 - 20246 0 % 
ANGLE" OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES 





HSFCAS4 HR DELTA ORBITER 85W1?EIOVtTJ2 
H6FC484 HR DELTA ORBITER BSVIJ2 

















XNRP 1422.5040 NCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMEP 130.0004 INCHES 




.10 l g l~ 
















12 -to a 6 -4 -2 02 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATI O DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
M SFC4a4 NR DELTA ORBITER SRWlTEI0VITJ2 6.000 D00 0.000SFC484 H: DE LTA ORBITER B5VITJZ 6.01H) 
M SFC4 4 N DELTA ORBITER BSW17EID 6.000 a.000 0.000 
MACH 0.60; 
6 a so 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 Se FT
'REFL 821.004 INCHES 
R£ffS 1422.aG40 INCHES 
XURP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y4P 0.O0000 INCHES 
ZNNF 130.0004 INCHES 













1 -. 8- 6 -_ -
_. _ _ _ _ 6___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE-9 "
 
DATA SETA)YBOL COFIGURATI O DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR' AILRON RE.FERNCE INFORMATION 
(V95A SFC484 MR DELTA SITER BSW17ElUVl7J2 6.000 0.00O 0.O00 REF$ 6064.0040 So F1 















S -12 -10 -8 - za4- 0& 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILROM REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(V2D0SAJ Q NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIoVI7J2 6.00D D.000 0.00D REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
(V2 04A) Ll SFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5VI7J2 6.000 REFL 821.21J04 INCHES 
,V"",3A M SFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER S5WTEID 6.00D 0.000 D.000 REFS 1422.804D INCHES 
X"Rp 14ZR.5040 INCHES 
YNRP D.00DO INCHES 
















V2 03A) 0 
MACH 
-10 
-4 2 6-- O 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI i BETA ELVATR AILRON 
SFC4.84 NR DELTA ORBI TR S.17ElDVITj2 6.000 .Go0 0.000 
..HSC B RR DELTA OnSITER 5SV17J2 6.000SFC484 R DELTA OBITER O5WIT ri D 6.000 .O00b . 000 
1.466 
2 0 le 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 36 FT 
REFL 821,004 INCHES 
R F S 142 . D4 O INCHE S 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
znxr 130.0004 INCHES 




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR A ILRON 
MSFC484 Nk DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI0V17JZ 6.000 0.000 U.GauMSFC464 Nk DELTA OR ,ITER SV17J2 6.000NSFC484 R DELTA ORBITER SSW17EID 6. "a 0.000 DDoQo 
REFERENCE INFbRNATION 
fie i 6084.VP40 SQ FT 
REFFL 821.2D04 INCHES 
















-110-0 -E -6 - 4 a 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO BETA ELVATR AILROM 
(VS5) NSFC434 MR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEIDV17JE 600 000 000RF{ V290Ag4A) _ NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSV17JP, 6.000 .0 .0 (V g3A) MSFC484 NR DELTA OfiSITR 85WTEIU 6.000 0.000 O°000 
MACH 0.607 
6 0 to sa 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0404 GFREFS 6084.0040 3NHFT 
REF8 '1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 142e 5040 INCHES 









-to . . . . . . . . . . . 
- 12 - 1 0 a 4 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA ELVATR AILRON 
(V2905A) SFC4:4 NR DELTA-BITER 0SWl7EIOVITJZ 6.000 0.000 D.000 
(V904A; NSFC4 4 NR DELTA OR ITEal 65V17J2 600 
V%95A) HFC494 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI 7I0 6.000 0.000OD DoO 
MACH 0.906 
.6 a I Q 1 £ 
FtEFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS, 6084:.".41 60 FT 
F 2,04 ICE 
FSR 1422.8040 INCHES 
VgRP, 142Z.5040 INCHE S 
YH p 0.0000 INCHES130 INCHES 















-f -0 - 6 4 - 0 2 4 8 0 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,- ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNOL COFIGURATION DE$CRIPTION BETA ELVATR" AILRON0V29DSA) 5 REFERENCE INFORMATION
HSFC44 HR DELTA ORBITER B W17El0VI7J2
(V2904A) HSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSVIV12 6.000 O.0o0 0.000 REFS 6184.00.0 SQ FT
6.000
(VSgOA)'y H3FC404 NR DELTA ORBITER SSWIYED REF. 021.2t04 INCHES
6.000 0.000 0.00D 
















-12 -6 -4 a 0 4 6 a la $e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE TA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I VSGDSA) Q MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV1TJZ 6.000 D.Bou D.000 REFS 6984.0040 SQ FTIV2904A) L SFC484 MR DELTA OBITER SVl7JZ 6.000 REFL 821.2u04 INCHES























-4 - a 9 4 6 8 to 2 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK,-ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V2905A) MlSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7El0V TJ2 6.000 0.001) 0.000 REDFS 6084.0040 So FT(VzD4A} NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER S5ViTJ2 
 6.000 Rm, 621.ZV04 INCHES
(vz9'3A) MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER 65WITE10 6.000 








• HACM 1.969 




























4____MR___DELTA__ ORIT 5V a 
Dog___ 
: 







DATA SET SYMBOL CON FIGURATIOM OESCRIPTIONL 
(VBSOSA) 0 )$57C484 tMR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIO]VITJB 
(V2004A) / 145FC404 NR DELTA ORBITER BSVIYJE 
CV2900AJ MHSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER DSW17E 
MACH 0.607 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES. 
ETA £LVATR AILRON 
5.000 0.000 0.000 
6.000 
6.000 0.000 0.000 
. REkERENCE INFORMATION 
REVS 0084.0040 50 FT 
I EFL SI.c004 INdHES 
REFB 1422.0040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION ( 295A FC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEI0VTJBj 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
(VZ:04A} 
-- 'mFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSV17J2 
 6.000 
 RtFL 821.2001 INCHES
(VZ 0 IA) MHFC464 MR DELTA ORITER 5SW17EID 6.000 010O0 0.000 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
1422 5040 INCHES 
YHCP 0 ,O O INCH'ES "RP 
Z0RP .2O.0004 INCHES
HACH 0.90) 






























-" 1 2 -2 0 	 6 - 4 - 2 a a 4 "6 a to 
'" ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONq DESCRIPTION BE TA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V2905A3 NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI(IVITJ2 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 se FT
 
1V2904A) MSFC484 MR DELTA OR81TER 55V17J2 6.000 	 FEFL 821.200, INCHES 
CV2903A } NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 55WI7EIO 6.00, 0.000 0.000 	 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 

























-­ 2 4 6 a IS it 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CCNFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER D5Wl7EIDV17JZ 6.000DO 0 000 
FC484 MR DELTA ORBITER SSVITJ2 S-.VBD 
MSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER B5Wi7EjU 6.0011 0.D00 0.000 
AACH1.466 A.PH35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ES 68404 QF 
RBFL a2l ."04 INCHES 
REFS 1422*S04U INCHES 
.MRP 1422: 5040 INCHES 


















-0 12 - to - 8 - - 4 - 2 a 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
(VZ905A) MSHF484 NR DELTA ORBITER SSW17EI0VIJ2 6.0au 0.000 0.000 
CV29 4A) MSFC4:4 NR DELTA ORITER 6SVITJz 6.000 (V2903A) 0 MSFC4 4 NRDELTA ORBITER B5W17EID 6.000 0.000 0.000 
HACH 1.969 
C____ ____ ____ ___ ___ 
6" 01 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 eF 
REFL 621.2D04 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8a4l) INCHES 
'XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 









-1 - a 6 4 - a 2 4 6 a &a it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUE$ DATA SOURCE •REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.09AD 50 FT 
:.000 AILRON 0.000 W2902A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 SEL 81 0 INCHES 
EFS 1422 6040 INCHES 
NRP 14 2.5 40 INCHES 
YHRP 0. aO00 INC HES 
ZNRP 130.CU04 INC, ES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0935 SCALE 
0.000 MAC 0*608 ELVATR 0.000 

MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 71
 
.4 











-1 -8 6 -4 a 4 6 2I2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA " ARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O-000 MAC 0.904 ELVATR U.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084,004b 5 9 FT 
6.00O AILRON 0.0DD V2902A D.0QU V2903A 6.000 R'FL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP t422.54 INCHES 
-YMRP O.OO INCHES 
ZHRP 130,0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0,O035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 72 





















*YMBOL BETA OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

a REFERENCE INFORMATICNMACH 1.104 ELVATR 
 0.000 DATASET BETA 
 DATASET BETA REFS 
 6084.D40

.000 AILROn 0.000 -90 FT
VI90PA Og.OD 
 V2903A 











DATA MIST. COVE *E ZMRP 130.0g04 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC4B4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOX 




BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
i ­
- I .1 t 
24 
-ta4 a10I 
ANGLE OrATC.APA ERE 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALMS 
OUO MACH 1.464 ELVAIN U.001) 
.0.000 AILROM 0.0D0 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 







REFERENCE INFORMATI O 
BETA REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
$,BOB REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS -1422.8040 INCHES 
.MRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
03 AUG 71 PAGE 74 
-.4 
U-5 








-!I;--to- 6 4 z a e 4 6 s it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
E T A 
ZYMSOL B PARAMETRIC VALVES DATA SOURCE REEECE INFORMATION 
000D JH 1'96' LVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA RES 6084.09. SQ FT 
6:000 AILRON 0.000 V29D2A 0.000 V2903A 5.0c0 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFSNRcp 1422::04,014 _204 INCHES1NCOE$ 
YRP 0 0 INC 











9L 3@Vcd L eflv £0 CVZ08ZA3 X0t3LtM98 83118?JO VIl130 8N V8V3JSW 
31YDS sfl000 ilYDS 3* 3007 *1I? vivo 
fl3lN! r 00~aoe dGafz 






143U 000*9 fl062A 000 
as~O0~ asaaa0 OIV00 M v 009 
±45 ,Cst-t90 S~gm Y13G 13SY±Yta V139 13SYVOV 000.0 UIYAI3 e09-0 13UVF oan 
NOt±VNUO4N1 3lN33A3Ni 3aunos vivo SMflYA 2XM13NVnVd V139 10911fl 
S338930 *ildlY 'MJVIIV d0 3l9NV 
3t OT a 9 --9 a; 0-. 
7-n 
ai 
____ _____ ____ __ 
___ _____ ___ ____ 
___ ____ ___ 
____ _ _to ­
so-
NO
 dnglnO N3NdWQ 133J3 138
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a DD0 MACH 0:904 ELVATR O DD ATA ST BETA DATASET BE A R
-j0. FS 6 6 . t' O F0
0HE
 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1"OX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 77
 

















.0 -10 - 4 -2 4 6 a to AS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.104 ELVATR a SoB DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS, 6D84.00D.C $0 FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000. V2902A 0.000 VZ903A 6.130D REFI: 8Z1.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 1 CHES 
XHRP 142a.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP. 130 0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0 ,03 5 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEI0X CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 78 
_ _ 
_ _ __ 
_ _ 
BETA EFFECTS 	ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 























12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 i2 
ANGLE OF ATTACKt ,ALPHA. DEGREES
 




0.000 MAH 	 1.464 
 ELVATR U.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.00.C sQ FT 










DATA MIST. CODE tE 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 




BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
, .04 









-°28 -10 -'8 -6 - 4" 68 a a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.963 ELVATR UO0- DATASEJT BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.UU4U Se FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2S02A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 REFL sa1t.2004 INCHES 
SREFS 1422:0040 INCHES 
.... 14,2 S"40 1 CHEE 
¥MRP a OOD0 INCHES 
ZMRP 130 . 004 INHEHS 
DATA MIST. COD E *E SCALE 0,00a5 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOX [V29O2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 80 
12 
.5 













_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0.6
 
- 1"82 -10 a a 4 - a 2 4 8 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MAC 0.608 ELVATR U.000 DkTASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004. SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V29OZA 0.000 VZ903A 6.00D REFL 821.Z004 INCHES 
R FU 142Z.8040, INCHES 
XMRP
Y.RP 
142Z.5040 0.0000 INCHES INCHES 











BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 












e -a a 6 -4 --2 4 6 n 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBO BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 6ATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MAC 0.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA. REFS 6084.0D46 SO FT 
. 6.0D0 AILROW 0.000 V2S0ZA 0.000 V2903A 6.00D REFL eaI°2U04 INCHES 
REFS 1422,:8940 INCHES 
XMRK 14ZZ.5040 INC ME 
YMRP
Z0RP 0.00001300004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCAL£ u:0035 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wi17ElOX CV2902A) -03 AUG 71 PAGE 82 
-0.5 










-0o6s; -10 8 
 6 4 20 
.2 
 4 6 8 10 l2
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMCTRIC VALUES 






















REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XIRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y.RP D.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST CODE *E SCALE 9.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 83 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP 
0.4_ 
z -. 5 
0. 0 MACH 1. 
Li 0.2-0 a_____-4 2___ato 
-.0 --. 260 00 I NCHES 
ANGLE~~SAL OFTAK0LHA5ERE -MRP REFS 1 -a 4a 142.80 INCH S INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0G04 INCHES 
DATA lUST. COE *E SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OX 
f 
CV2902AJ 03 AUG 71 PAGE 84 
____ 



















-1 246a 0 l 















REFS 6004.0019 59 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
• EFU 2422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRPIa P 0.O00013a, DD4 INCHESINCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE C.035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEI'OX 
 CV2902A) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 85
 



















• $ -E 6 -4 -2 E" 4 IV I S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.GDO MAC 0.608 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 so FT 
6.11OO AILRON 0.000 V2902A D.Goo V2903A 6.000 REF 821*20 . INCHES 
REFS 1422:8040 INCHES 
XNRP. 142, ,040 INCHES 
YHRP. 0.0000 INCHES 
Z"RP ... ,0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E rSCALE :DD35 5 CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WITEIOX [V29O2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 8G 
____ 
____ 

















e 10 -o 6 -4 2 0 4 6 a to 19 




















REFS 6084.0D40 SQ FT 
REFL 021.2D04 INCHES 
REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0:000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130,D4 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 87 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDU-













-. 1 12 -0 i -6 -4 2 01
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA REFERENCESOURCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 1[.104 ELVA TR 0.013D DATASET BE.TA DATASE T BETA REE.S 60]84.0040 SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON VDva V290g2A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 REFL 82t.2004 INCHES 
""RE fB 14ZZ.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 14ZC,54 INCHES 
YMKP 0°9900o 1NCHES 
ZARP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE U.0035 SCALE 
i 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EI0X CV2SO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 88 
_ _ 






















-I -i - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 Io 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





















REF 1422.0040 INCHES 
XNRP" 142.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
























m 2 -10 a 4 -2 4 6 a 10 $2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES -

M B O L 

SY BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOU3RCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.963 ELVATR GDDo DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084o004 
n 
SQ FT 
6.000 AILRWN 0.000 v2g02A 0.00a V2903A G.SOD RE 
F 
U 621.9004 INCHES 
REFq 1422.6040 INCHES 
XHRp 142E.5040 INCHL 
YMRP a.OO INCHES 
ZMRP 30 :..'.4 INCHES 
DATA HIBT. CODE *E SCALE 1°0035 SCALE 




_ _ _ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
*­
*L . 0 0 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 






IS -10 -­8 - -4 -2 0 a 4 6 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 



































MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7Ei0X CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 91
 











-£12n -10 - 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 z 4 0 Ia 





0.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
BETA DATASET BETA 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 6004.00-0 60 FT 
6.000 AILRON, 0.000 V2902A "EvDuO V2903A 6.000 REF:LREFS 821.20041422.8040 INCHESINCHES 
XIRO 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.O0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130:,0.04 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0,035 S ALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2SO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 92 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
41O -all w w w w J l I W 
.15
S 







 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a so 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 BAC 1.104 CLVATR D.OD DATA39T BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084,00 40 S FY
 
6.000 AILRON 0100D V2902A 0.000 Vz9a3A 6.000 RFFL a21.2004 INCHES 
RLFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XARP 1422 0 INCHES 
Y" P ,O. 0 NCHE 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESDATA MIST. COD - SCALE 0.0D35 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX EV2902AI 03 AUG 71 PAGE 93
 
w. 












-1 -t-° 6 - 224 oI 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,O. u ACH 1.464 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2902A O.Dav" V2903A 6.000 REFL 
REFS 
821.aDU4 
142Z.8040 INCHES INCHES 
XkRP IA22. 4 INCHES 
YMRP :'SOOD IHCE 
,ZMRP ".. 0 . a INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE- U.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2SO2A) '03 AUG 71 " PAGE 94 











- 18 - t o a 6 - 4 - a 22 6at It
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
soD MAC 1 965 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084 004 0 F 
:.Ova AILRON Q.000 V290RA 0.000 V29a3A 6.000 REFL 821:eG04 5ZNCHE$ 
RIEB 1422::.D40 NR, R E 44Z,04




ZMRP 130, 0D04 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE :.O35 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER e5WITEIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 95 
2 





a 2 4 a8 1 0 
-1 1 2 - 0 - a8 6 - 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 M CH 0 6 8 ELVATR O. ovu DATA ET BETA DA ASET BETA REFS 6084 D4n 30FT 
6.00D AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0,00a V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
'reF 1 422 8 040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422:1040 1MCHRES 




0 .00 00 




MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOX [V29O2A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 96
 
1 










-IS -10 -8 -6 -4 0 2 4 6 so1 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 0 0 0 M C H 0 904 E L VA TR 0 .0 0 0 D ATA E T B E T A b A T S E T BETAR E S , 0 4 D I Q F 
6.000 AILRON U.000 V2902A O.DGO V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 14Z2.8040 INCHES 
XMRP tA22.5040 INCHES 
YMBP 0.0003 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.00 5 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 97
 











10 - - -­4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 le 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.OO0 A 1.104 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA RgFS 6004.0040 50 FT 
00 AILRW 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 REFL
REFB 
821.2004 
1422.804 INCHES INCHES 
XMRP 1421.5040 INCHES 
YRP .0000 INCHES 
ZfRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST, CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA OFBITER B5WI7EIOX (V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 98
 





-48 -­ 4 -2 4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE R{FCRENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.464 ELVATR 
 D,.000 DATASET BETA DATAS~t BETA REFS 6064.0040 60 FT
 
6.000 AILR ON 0 .000 V 292A 









ZNRP 1 0.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIDX [V2902A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 99
 






-1 2 c - t o - 6 - 4 - 2 a 	 4 6 a 1 11 1 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ,BETA 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 0 D a AC 1 .96 3 LVA TR 0 .000 DATA ST BETA DATASET B TA REF S 6D84 . 04n 30 FT
 
6.000 	 AILRCW 0.000 V2902A ODua V2903A 6.00a REFL 821.2004 IN|CHES 
REFS 142Z .. INCHES 
XMRP 1422:.40 INCHIS 
YARPp .0000 1 NCHES 
ZMRP 13 a, DD INCHE$
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 1.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOX 	 CV2SO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 100
 











-0" %24 _£ - 2 0 4 8 0 I
 




















REFS 6084.OU9 6a FT 
REFL 8ZIZO04 INCHES 
RUB5 1422.UU40 INCHES 
XXRP 1422.5040 INHES 
YMRP 0.00O00 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 65WITEIOX (V29O2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 101 















2 -10 _ a__ 6__ 4__ 0 46 i 1 




SYM ' BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O-DO0 MAC 0.904 ELVATR 0.00D DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6DS4.00 n SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0.0O0 V2903A 6.000 REfL 621.Zo04 INCHES 
REFS 1422o 040 INCHES 
XMRp' 14,Z::040 I,CHES 
YMRP
Z0R. 0.0000130 0004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA HISTo .COE *E 3 ALE- 0:D35 5 CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX. CV2902A) 03 AUG 7r" PAGE 102 
















wMP __ _0_ 0. 0 a 10.I'l I C HI ICE 
DAAHS.CDE * CL .03 CL 
MSF48 -1R *-STORIE B5l74O 2V A 03 AU 71 PAGE 1031 
.SFC484NR LTAO ITR B5W1EIO V20A 000 V290A] 00AU L 82.20 INCHES0 
_____ 
___ 



















_______I l _______ I . l~Ld 
L 0.2 
""12 -to a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a so it 





1.464 ELVATR 0.000D ATASET' 
DATA SOURCE 
13ETA DATASET BETA 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.004U SQ PT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V29gD3A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REPO 1422.8040 INCHES 
XARF 14ZZ.5040 INCHES 
Y14RPZMAP Oo~o0130.004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA tHZSTo COC *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOX CV2BO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 104 
0.4 
-0.4 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
*g rr- -r-







-°12 -10 - 8 6 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 a ID &aANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sy"DOL BE T A  PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O . 0 0 0 M A C 1 .9 6 3 E L V A T R 
 .O u a A TA S E T B E T A D A T A S E T B E AR F 
 0 4 C .S T
 
6.000 AILRON O.ODD V290A 0.000 V2905A 6.00D REFL 821.2004 INCHES
REFS 140. 40 INCHES
 
lHRP 14 2.SO4D 1 NHC 
THRp G.U000 INCHESZ0RP 13G.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. COE mE 
 SCALE 0.003 5 CALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2SO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 105 .
 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP














12 1 6 
 - 0 246 8. 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 
6 . 0 0 0 
MACH 
A I LRON 
0.608 
10.0 0 9 
ELVAIR 0.000 DATASET
V Z O O A BETA . 0 0 0 DATASETV 2 9 0 A BETA6 .0 0 0 REFSE L 6084.00402  2 0 4 S0 FTI NC H E S 
REFp 1422. 004 INCHES 
XNR 1425040 INCHES 
Y RP 0.0000 INCHES 
iSO. 004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOX (V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 106 
















-1= -10 - - 6 -4 -a 0 2 4 8
6 10 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.DD MACH 0.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS O84:O00 Se FT 






XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP OD0o INCHES 
ZNRP 13G.0 4 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *B SCALE 0.00 5 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E1OX tV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 107 











-11 -10 - -6 -4 ­ 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETIC VALUES DATA. SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH I.LQ4 ELVATR 
 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084o0)D Z SQ FT
 
6.000 	 AILRON 0.000 VZ902A 0.000 VZ903A 6.000 NRE t 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 142E OU40 INCHES 




zM' p 130:0004 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SAE 00 CL
 
MSFC484 "NR DELTA ORBITER BSWITEOX 	 CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 108 




111Li .02.04 ..... 
L) 
LI 




a t&12 -10 - 4 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 






























SCALE 0.005 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
MSFC4B4 NR DELTA ORBITER ESVl7EIQX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 109 
________ 
________ 















 - 4 -2 2 4 6 a 10' 12 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 WC 1o963 ELVATR OO00 DATASET SETA DATASET SETA REFF, 6084.0012 so FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.0OO V?902A O.000 V2903A 6.000 '821.200; INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHEsrf 
XHRP 1422.564a INCHE S 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
2ZMRP L30.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CO[E *E sC XLE D000 5 S CA LE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEIOX [V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 110 





















- 0 12 -i n ­ 6 - - 2 
 2 	 4 8 	 1
 
ANGLE 	OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.YMBOL 	 BETA FAHAMETRjC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 MACH 0.608 ELVATR 0.00 DATASET BETA DATA5ET BETA REFS 604.004. SO FT6.000 	 AILRON 0.000 VI9D2A O.00 V2903A 6.000 	 REFL 821.2004 IhCHES 
REFB 1422.0040 INCHESYNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YXRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA OR2'ITER BS8IW7EOX 	 fV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 111
 
p 

















-- *i - -6 .4 -- 2 a = 0 leO,-0 4zr
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 0 0 0 A H 0 .904 -LVA TR " .O 00 D)ATASET B E TA A TA SE T BETA R F S 6 04 .0 0 1,2 S O F T 
6.00a AILRMN 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.200}4 INCHES 
REFS 1 422 a 040] INCHES 
XHRP 1422.04 a I N CHES 
YH RP a .O000 1N CitES 
DATA MIST. CCOE *E 
Z R P 
SCALE 
1 0 0 0 04 
0,D035 
I C H E SSCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOX CV29O2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 112 




















-il - - a -E4 -2 4 a in 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ADAu, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
:00 MACH 1.104 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.00:0 SQ FT 
6-00 AILRON 0.000 V29ZA 0.000 V290A 6.000 REFL 21.2004 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.504D INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EiOX (V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 113 
a.
 






















0o -: 	 g n N E 
5MR -. 0000 	 INCHESA-~~
 
. 
-t -10 -- 6 --4 0 4 In 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYM80L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 1o46* ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA 	 REFS 6084.001, SQ FT
 
6.00a 	 AILRONl D.DDO V2SOZA O.ODD V29034 S.UDD REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 142.8040 INCHESDATANGLMIST ATTACK ALHA DEGREES0 	 SAL 
XMRP 1422 5040 INCHES
 
SFC484OL DEETA RPRAERC VAWLEDAT 





BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILOUP
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-2 -10 8 - 4 a z 4 a 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 


















821.2004 SQ FTINCHES 





ZNRP 10.ODD4 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OX (V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 115 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
.0± , * i J ________lJ ________ l 

_j -. 012_ 









* -. 0812I-.0 -1 8 -6 - -£0 68I_ 
j~~j~ 
__ ~__ -. 0 __ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES -

SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE " REFERENCE INFORMATION
'
 0.000 MACH; 0.600 ELVATR D.UDD DATA.SeT BETA DATAStT BETA REiY - 6084.004L SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0.1100 V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFE 1422 0040 INCHES
 
X R 122:5 040 





DATA MIST. COE SE SPALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORfBITER B5Wl7EIOX IV2902A) 03 AUG 71- PAGE 116 











-le -to - 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a to 19 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,.,ALPHA,,, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA 
0 .0 0 0 M A C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 9 0 4 E L V A T R . 0 0 0 A T AS E T 
BATA SOURCE 
BE T A DA TASE T E T A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 



















X#RPF 422 1 040 INCHES 







MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W.7E0OX 0 V2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 117 


















-11 8 -6 -4 - 02 
 4 6 a 10 1& 
ANGLE OF ATTACK 'ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DouO MAC 1.104 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DA rASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 $Q FT 
6.OBO AILROW 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 	 REFL ,82L 2004 INCHES 
REFB 14ZZ.840 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 5040 INCHES 
YgRP 0:000O 0 NCHES 
ZMRP 13D0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE . *E 	 SCALE Do0035 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOX 	 CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE lie
 
BETA EFFECTS ON-COMPONENT BUILDUP
 

















-2 -10 -a - 6 - 4 -2 

_ 2 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0O0 MAC 1.464 LLVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6O64oBD.U Se FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V2901A 6.000 REFL al:o2004 INCHES 
EFS 
XHRP 




YMRF a 0000 INCHES 







MSFC464 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 119 











-. to o -	 -4 4 	 8e to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0ooo MACH_. 1.963 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFi 6084.001, SO FT 
6:000 	 AILRON 0.000 V2902A O.DUD V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.2O04 I NCHEE, 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRP 14ZZo5040 INHES£ 
YMAP a . oO INCHES
 
DATA MIST. C.E *E MHR 130OG INCHES
ickE 006o
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX 	 CV2SO2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE " 120
 
W ' 










I . 0 -°5 *0 °5 1
_D._ o_______ 
-. 15 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYNMSC. OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 50U.RCL REFLREN i INFORMATION
 
O.000 MAC" 0.608 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6684.004u SO FT 
6 .0 0 0 A L R O N .0 0 0 V Z D A . 0 0 0 V 9 0 A 6 , 0 0 0 R E F S 
REEB 




XMRP 1295 u INCHES 
YMRP O.0 O INCHES 
ZMRP .. 0. 0 04 1 NCHES 
DATA HIST CODE *E SCALE U.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOX CV2902A) 03 AUG-7r -PAGE 121 












.2 .U0 E 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





















REFS, 142Z.0040 INCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE *I 
CL .0 CL 
KSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BBWI7EiOX CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 122 
W
 








-. 05 BOB °05 .10 
 .15o
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMAETRIC VALUES . ATA .SOURCE REFERENCEINOMT N 





















XNRP 42Z °04D 1NCHJES 
DATA MI.ST. COE *E 
ZMR P 
SCALE"-
130 . 4 
0.035 
I.NCHE SSCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17El0X CV2902A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 123 


























o6ORI E VTB5WlE DO 
MMMENT 






























PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.o ug M kC 1 .9 63 E L VA T R U .,0 0 DA TASE T B E TA DA TA E T B ETA REF S 6 8 , 0 , Q F 
6,-Do AILRON 0.000 V2902A 0.000 V2903A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422:6041 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 540 INCHES 
YMRF 0:0000 INCHE 
ZMRP 110 1.114 INCHES 
'DATA MIST. CODE *E $CALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBIfER BBWI7EIOX CV29O2A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 125
 
_____ 










-°1 0 -- B -- 6 -4 -- 2 a 2 4 6 - a to lz 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA 'PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aO 00 MC 0.605 ELVATR 0.,00D ATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004n SQ FT 





'MR P" 1422,504U I,CHCO
Y(kP .. 0OvO INCHES
 
ZARP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E r. SCALE 'D.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOVI7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 126 
n 
________ 













-. !to -10 - -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 





















REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHEP I3.0104 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE tE SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 














.02.S4 REF 	 INCHES 
-'212 -14 -a-'.2 S1 
-.2F --0 
 04 	 INCHES 
DETA
M .ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SY4OL NR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOIIRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 	 .:O NACH* 1:102 ELVATR 0.000 DATA ET BETA DATASET" BETA REPS E0O4.004n~ 5 F 
.60D 00vz IL ~ oA *O O V2 05 6.0 	 EFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS ±.aeap4o 1CE5XHR? r422.5040 INCI4ES 
0.0000oo~ INCHES 
ZMRF 150.0004 INChES 
CATA hIST. COVE *E*E A ,O 5 SAL 
MSFC4G4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E10V17J2X f V2906A3 03 AUG 7i PAGE 128" 
@p 









4 6 to 12 
- 4 -2 a a
-10 - 0 -

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
YBOL BETA 
0 . 0 0 0 
0.000 
H A C 
AILRON 
PARAETRIC VALC 
1 . 6 3 EL V A T 
01050 
R . 00 0 AT A E T 
V2906A 
ATA SORCE 
B E T A 
0.000 







F S  6 8 4 .D D 4 0 
qXFL so , 904 
ATIO 
S o F T 
INCHES 
REFS 1422:$040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRPZ(-P O.GOua3.0004 INCHE ,NCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *ESCL 
5.= SAE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X CV2906A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 129 
Wt
 











. ._ . . . . _ _ . . . I L 
-Jw
 
-- !12 -t - - 4 - 2 a 2 4 a8 O 2 
SANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Sao0 MAC 1.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA RCFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON 01000 V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL $21.2004, INCHES 
REFSX0RP' 1422.60401422.6040 INCHESINCHES 
YNRPZRP.. ':°.... 004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 .SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVl7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 130 
____ 
___ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
















-° -0 -- 2 - '6 -4 --2D2 6 to4 a li 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0, O 0 M ACH6 0 EL VA TR 0 .,00D ETTS BET A D A A ETBT RE P S 6 6 . 0 . Q FRREFL 
 8212004 INCHES
 






DATA MIST. CODE *EtE ZMRP 130 0004 INCHESSCLE 0:0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV1TJ2X CV2906A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 131
 
BETA EFFECTS ONCOMPONENT BUILDUP
 



















- is$2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 -8 IS 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 tWO U.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET SET& REFS. 6084.,2 SQ FT 
6.000 AILROW 0.000 V2906A O.UDD V2905A 6.000 REFlL 891.2004 INCHES 
REPS, 1422:,1141 INCHES 





DATA MIST. CODE *E* SCALE U.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7EIOVI7J2X [V29OGA) 0.3 AUG 7'l PAGE 132 















-. 04 . . . . . 
-11 -to 61 -4l -21 0l 41 6I all $al 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.102 ELVATR 0.000 DATABET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.00 0 $o FT 
6.000 AILRO Q .uDo V2906A U.1300 V2905A 6.000 REFL .. :2004 INCHES 
REFS I'zz 6040 INCHES 
XHRF
THEP 
1422 .3040 0.0000 INCHESINCHES 
ZMRP 13D09004 INCHES 
DA'TA MIST. CO09 *E*E SCALE 0.0O35 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7ElOVl7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 133 
___ 
____ 



















-'g1 -to a 6, - 4 - a z 4 6 l 1 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACK 1.463 ELVATR D.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.DUxq SQ FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCH s 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
xhRP 1422.5040 
PINCHES INCHES 
Z.RP IA .. INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTE10V17J2X [V29O6A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 134
 











-. .005 I l i i _'_______I I i i I I .4 
-a -10 - -6 - 4 - 2 0 2" 4 so it
 
ANGLE OF- ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
srMSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATA$ET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004Z SQ FT 
6 o D O A L R ON 0 .00 0 V 2 S 6A . 0 0 0 V 2 9 0 5 A 6 0 0 0
. REF S 4 8 04
4.Z 1 C H E S
 
X RP 
 4 Z. 5 40 
 N HES
YMRP 







DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE D ,0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17ElOV17J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 135
 
C 
___ _ _________ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 





















0.0 00 060 LT .__DT__ EA AA _T__ BT 	 08,D; QF 
i0.4 

12 a0 -a 	 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a to SRI 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
syNS t BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 o MAC"l 0.605 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET 5ETA REFS 6084.004L 50 FT
 
00Go AILRON 0.000 V2SOSA 0.000 VZSOSA 6.000 	 REFk 021.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XNRpI ... :5040 INCHEs 
YMRP 0.00 INCHES 
ZKRF ... 0. 00 04 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
 SCALE. 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 136 
__ _ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 




















0.1 i_ i_ 
______i _ _ _ _i __i
-0.4 
_ 
-12 .10 -a 4
- -2 2 4 a6 10 12
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
2 .0o0 MACE 0.904 ELVATR BEA0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFSL 8214.204 FT
6084.00.0 $INCHES
6.000 AILRON 








DATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X CV2908A3 03 AUG 71 PAGE 137
 













 a 6 -4 -4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSC BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0D MCH 1.103 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0 0o SQ FT 
6.000 AILRM 0.000 V9906A 0.000 VZ9OSA 6.000 REEL 8Z1.2004 1NCHES 
REFS 1422.040 INCHES 
X e 1422.5040 INCHES 
INRP a0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 11.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST. COE *E*E SCALE , 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71. PAGE 138 










-- -10 a-6 - 6 --4 --2 0 z 4 6 toSla 
SYMBOL BETA0.3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.463 ELVATR 0.O00 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004V 30 FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2901A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 
REFS 
'821:2004
.4 2_,8 0 INCHEE 1NCHE 
DATA~ MIST. CODET C VALUCAES XMRP 1422 5040SOUCCEEENE IFR INCHESATIO 










00 ALa .00VSb .0 VO5 EL fl.04 ICE 













-- 12£ -to a-6 - 6 -4 	 a- 4 a 1 0 $Sa 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC 'VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH J.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATAIIET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.001 SQa FT
 
• 	 6.0D0 AILRO 0.000 V2906A Q.OOD V2905A 6.000 RVFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRF 1422:5040 INCH" 8 
YMRP a Doug INCHESZLRP 0.001114 INCHES
 
DATA MI.T. COE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA-ORBITER B5WlTE10VI7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 140
 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
.- -r--,

















- 1 -1 0 - - 6 - 4 - 22 4 6 a to se 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 
 .00 LMAC 0.605 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004 SQ FT 
.EFL REFS 82120041422. 040 INCHES INCHES 
XMRPYNRP 1422.5040 0.0000 
INCHES 
INCHES 
ZNRP 1Z0.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV1732X CV2SOSA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 141 
.0 














-­ 12 -to 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a lo 19 




B O L 
BETA PARAMETRICVALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BABBO MCE; 0.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0134V SQ FT 
6.000 AILROV V°00o V2906A .0.00 V2905A 6.000 REFL 8Z1.2DD4 INCHES 
REF5 14 22:8040 INCHES 
XMRP 422o504D INCHES 
YHRF ."aG INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE D.0D35 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEI,OVI7J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 142
 
.00 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 













-1.1 -10 ­ 4 . .6 2 0 4 6 8 10 It
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
























XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP
ZHRP 0.000130.0004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA HST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIV17J2X (V2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 143 


















-Ig -10 0 -6 -4 -2 2 4 	 60 	 6 1It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE- INFORMATION
 
0.000 MACH 1.463 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6004.0040 
 SQ FT
 










DATA MIST. CODE *E*E
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7E1OVI7J2X CV2SOSA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 144
 















 4 in 





1.965 ELVATR' 0.006 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
13ETA DATASET BETA 
REFERENCE INFORMAT 
REFS 6064.0040 
6 .0 u A L R ON .O 0 0 V290 A 0 .0 0 V 2 9 0 A 6 . 00 RE F S 12 04 0 
IRPF 1422:8040 
V.PF 4 ...5040 
Z>R- . 130.0004 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X EV2SOGA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE I 





ANGLEl OF ATTCK ALPHA DEGREES 
.1 00 AH .0 EVT 000 DAAE ET AASBTA RF 68.0_ eF 


























































Rc o 14 2 , ,0, I C E
 
- -12° -to -o -- 4 - 2 02 4$ 0 1* 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETR1C VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORNATION
2 ±AIL.. 0:904 ELVAIR 0.000 OATASET BETA DATA$ET BETA REPS 6084:004 SOF
 









ZRP 230.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COVE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITERB5W7E10V17J2X (V2906A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 147
 














- -0 -8 -6 . -4 -2 0 4 6 a to It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,.DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.Don MAC 1o112 ELVATR 0.O00 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 SO T 
6.000 AILRON D.ODD V2906k 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422 1141 INCHES 
XMR P 14...:S.0 INC HES 
YARP 'o.... INCHES 
ZHRP IS.0.04 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *E*E SCALE 0.,.S5 SCA LE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER e5WlTEIOVITJ2X CV2906A] 03 AUG 7i PAGE 148 
.10 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 


























MIST ANGLE ATTADE ALPHA SCAEGREESSAL 












-12I~ -10 - a - 6 -4 a 	 2 4 6 a a0 - a 	 .1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 1.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATA$ET BETA 	 REES 6084D~ - $ FT 
6.000 	 AILRON .DDV2906A D.DO V2905A 6.00D REFL 81 2004 INCHES 
REFS ,1422.8040 1 NCHNES 
IMRP 14Z29 540 1 NCHNEE 
YHRP O.O0 ICHES 
ZHP 0:0000 INCE
 
DATA M"Tl. CODE *E*E 	 SCALE 0.D035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEIOV17J2X [V2S0GA3 03 AUG 71 PAGE 150
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sy"BO BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOUCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00a MAC 0.0 ELVATR D.UUU DATASET BETA " ATARET BETA REFS 5084.SDIV 62 FT 
6-0000 AILRON pocaO V2906A QUOD V2905A 6.000 	 RCFL 821.21DD4 INCHES 
REFS 14R2:8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14 .2o5040 1 ,CHE$ 




DATa MIST. COD *E*E SCALE U.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWl7E10V17J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 15!
 
9 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 




-a$ -10 -8 - 6 -4 --2 a a, 4 6 a IQ la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 HAC 0.904 ELVATR 0.00D DATASET BETA DATASET BET* REFS 6084.0OA2 S9 FT 
• 6DO AIRO: O 
6.00 AIRO 000 
2 6 0000 V~OSA 6.00 R&L 822.2004 
V$DG 000 V90A .00 REFB 14ZZ:.40XRP 1422540AN LEAL OF10S ATACCLHALDGRE 
INCHES 
INCHESINC HES 
YHR PZRP a .00Do130.0004 INCHESINCHE 
DATA MIST. CBSE *E*EALA E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOVITJ2X 03AUG 71 PAGE 152
EV290.A) 

BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 









-32 -10 	 4 2 0 4 6 10_18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.0 0 MC .0 LA 000 D T3T BTA ATAET BTA REFS 60i4,B040 Q FT 
S.Van AILRON 0.000 V--SDA 0.000 V2905iA 6.000 	 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1429.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1499.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0:0000 INCHESZRP 130 0004 INCHES
 
DA T A TABES E V E S 	 S CE S CAL E E N 5C 	 S C A L E 
.SFC484
NR DELTA ORBITER B5W.7EI0V VJ2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 153
 




ANL OF ATTAC.C AP. DGE
 
I­
411 s a 6 -42!0 	 - 41 I 1 
YMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 1.463 ELVATR 0.000 DATA*ET BETA DATASET BETA 	 REFS 6084.001,C SQ FT
 
6.000 	 AILRON O.Ova VZV06A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.aG4D INCHES0MRP 1422.504b INCHES 
YMRP O.Doov INCHES
-RP 130 0004 INCHES
 
DATA 	 OIST.ATCE AEPEHA.DEGREES
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W.7EOVI7J2X B V290A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 154
 










-12 -0 - -6 4 - a 4 6 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 MACH 1.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
:-DOD AILR. 0.000 02906 V29SA 6.000 REFL INCHES
0.0 0 821.2004








DATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X (V290GA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 155 
Is­
















_ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ 
I 
0.2 . .* . . . . , 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL 
MSC8 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES RDLAOBTR8W7lC72 DATA SOURCEV96)0 U REFERENCE INFORMATION1 PG 5 
0.000 MAC 0.605 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084o.0 Be FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.900 REML 821.2004 INCHES 
"REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
xil P 1422.5040 INtCHES 
,Y"AP 0.0000, INCHES 
0SCALE ZMRP 150.00040.005 INCHESSCAL 
SDE0TA MRBIER B70 
__ 
_ _ _ __ 
_ _ 






















0. a -1 a 6 -4 -2 a 4 6 a IS I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
srmBoo BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00 MACH 0.904 ELVATR 0.000D ATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0049 60 FT 
6.-0000 . AILROH 0.O00 V2906A 0.000 v290BA 6.00D REFL 821oZU04 INCHES 
REFS 14ZZo8040 INCHES 
'HRP 24ZZB040 INCHE 5 
i'RP
ZR4 D.SDOD130 0004 INCHESINCHES 
DATA IST. CE AE SCALE IDN0O5 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV7J2X CV2OOGA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 157 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 












F... 0. 1'..__0. 04 C 'E 
S-0.4 CL 003 CLm 0. DAAMS.CDE-,
z 
MSCB RDLAOBTRBW7CV72 V96)0 U 1 PG 5
 
4 a a 2 4 6 a so s2
-"1 a -IS - 6 




. 0 0 0 M A C Ht 1 .1 0 2 LVAT R . 0 0 D A T S E T B E T A D A A S E T B T A R E F S 6 0 4 .0 0 1 6 0 F T
 
GYMBOL OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
D.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 8z1o2004 INCHES








6. 00a AILRON 






















-leP -10.6-NC 24 
- 8- G4 eS 
DATA MIST. CODE E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV17J2X CV2906A) 
IRP 
SCALE 








BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 


























IL -0.8 	 INCHES 
Ld
 
- 0.4 	 ... :__0_NCE
 
Li 
-*'12 -$O -O 6 - 4 -2 0 D 	 4 6 8 10 120 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMOLi BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 M CL 1.965 ELVA TR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA 	 REES 604.00]40 SQ FT
 
6.000 	 AILRON 0.000 VSOSA I0.000 V290 A 6,0 REFl 021.0004 INCHES
 
REFE 4S 84D ICE
 
DATA HIST. CODE *EAI 	 INC
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EOV17J2X (V2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 160 
.04 

















.­212 -to - 6 4 -2 a 4 6 a 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 





















REFS Z9a2.040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHS 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE EE SCALE a.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIOV17J2X CV2906A] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 161
 
____ 















- e -1 0 a 4 - 2 2 4 6 a s o 1 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA5 DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.000 MACH 0.9134 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6004.0049 SQ FT 
.000- AILRON b.000 V2SO6A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL. 21200 INCHES 
REFS [422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.g035 SCALE 














-%19 -10 - 6 -4 -Z2 O 
 6 8 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA 'DEGREES
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
001.02MAH EVAR .00DAAETBEA 
 DATA3ET BETA REFS 6084.004'6-006 AILRON - .000 V2S05A O.Dou V2905A 6.000 SQ FT REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
BEFB 1422: 040 INCHES 
XHRP 1 4 , 2 40 INCHES 
YMRP O°DcoD INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SAE DD CL
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlTEIOVITJ2X 
-[V2906A) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 163
 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP 


















-. 1e -10 -4 2 4 610 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYNBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.00 MACH 1.463 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFt 6084.0040 S FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 RtPL -821.2004 INCHES
REFS I 42Z,8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNP 150.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E1OVI7J2X tV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 164
 
__ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 




















-0 6 - 4 -2 D2 "4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES . DATA SOURCE 
1.965 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATA3ET SCTA 










6 8 IS 1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS OV04.0040 6Q FT
 
REFL 621 2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422:8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 .504a INC4ES 
YMRP .a .00 INCHES 















- 12 10 -4-6- 2 0 4 6 &a_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUJRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.00c MAH 0 605 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET ETA REFS 6084.040 Q FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.00D V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 8il°2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.S040 INCHES 
XMRP 142Z:3040 INCHE& 
YHRP
.00 P a .°a00O 1 00D4 INC NEs INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0,05 SCA E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV17J2X [V29OGA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 166 





- 200 -10 -0 - -4 -2 
 4 6 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 0 0 0 M A C . 9 4 E L VA T R . 0 0 D A T A S T B E T A A T A S E T B TA R E FS 6 0 4 0 0 Q F 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2906A 0.000 V29DSA 6.000 REFL 81B4 NCHES 
REFS 1Z. 8.B 1NCHES 
XNRP- 1422.5040 INCWES 
YRPZ.RP O.* ...10.00 4 IN CHESNCH ES 
DATA Misr. CODE *E*E SCALE 1.0035 SCA4E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOVI7J2X CV2806A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE IG7 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 
*g











-- --- A A _. _ _ 
z -. 0 
Li 
2 -108 42 a2 
>-.0 
REPO 142:04 INCHES­




ANGLE OF ATTACK, 
A ARANETR C VALUE 
1:102 ELVATR 0.0A0 DATASET 
tZI4RP 
DATA MIST. COPE *1*E 








REFS 6004:A0471 FTREPS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XMRP 42.5040 INCNE3 
YMRF 0.0000 INENES 
130.0004 IRCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 .SCALE 






BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 



















1 &° - ­2 20 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 'DEGREES
 
SYISCL BETA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 M 1.463 ELVATR 0.000 BETA
DATASET DATASET BETA REFS 60O4.004, SQ FT
 
6.000 AZLRON 0.000 
 VZSGOEA 0.000 V2905A 
 6.00D REFL 821.2004 INCHES
EFB 14Z22 040 INCHES
 
XHRP 14?2o040 1HC HES6
 
YNRP 0 .000 INCHE5 
ZHR 131000 I1C HCS
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EE SCALE 0.035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 169
 




















-0 -- 18 - 10 a 6 4 2 0 a 4 a- a 
- , ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BTA "PARAETRIC VALUS DATA SOURCE RFEENCE NFORATION; 
0.000D HAC 1.965 ELVATR" .000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.004 0 Se FT 
6.000 AILROM 0.000D V290I6A 0.000 V290SA -6.000 REFL " i82. ZD04 INCHES 
REFS ;.4Z, 8040 INCHES
 
XHRPp ' 5040 INCHES
 
R- 0 0 0 INCHES 
ZHRP r42.504 INCHESZHRP :150.0004 INCHES 
- 00035 SCALEDATA MIST. CODE *e*E -SCALE 





BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP






s..J . QI_ 
-C 
-.'D 
LL -. 08 	 . . . . . 
_j 
La 
-2 -10 4 6 4 4 6 a 10 li 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, .DEGREES
 
SYMBOL OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O,o.00 MAH.65 ELVAR 
 0.00 VAAST DATASET
T BETA 	 R F 0 40 4 0 F 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 
 V2906A 0.000 V2905A '6.000 	 REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
REFB 142 4 INCHES.. 

•~~2 "NP 





DATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV17J2X CV29OGA) M0 AUG 71 PAGE 171
 














- -0 -8 -6 - 4 -- a 4 6 a 10 IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALVES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o°uQ mkCM 0.904 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.10D 5 SO FT 






XHRP 14ae+5040 INCHES 
YHRF a :O.OO INCHES 







MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 8SWI7EIOV17J2X CV2906A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 172
 
___ 















-. -l o -6 -4 - o 
 4 a o s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 000 MAC 1 .102 ELVATR 0 .000 DATASE T E TA DA TASET BETA REF S 0 4 0 4 O F 
6.000 AILROW ODou V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.00D REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
C FO 1422.8040 INCHES 
.MRP 1422,5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0:0009 INCHES 
ZHRP ISO 0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0:0035 $CAL E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7ElOV17J2X CV2BO&A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 173 
__ 
BETA EFFECTS ON COMPONENT BUILDUP
 















-° n-0 - 8 - 6 4 68 1to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 



















XMRFZRF 1422 5040 000D INCHES I.WCHES 
ZHP 130 -04 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE 4E*E SCALE p U35 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 65W17EI:OV17J2X CV290A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 174
 















%a -_ _ - 10 1_2_I
 
C.C IR .O 
 2D A OOO V GA 600 	 RF 2.04 ZC£
 
RSB 1Z.B0 ICE
DATA MIT CD ** 	 CAED__5 CL 
-. 0 70004 	 NCEANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 MAC 1 965
MSF ELVATR ODo n DATA $T BETA DATASET B TA REFS 60 4 .04 0FU FT 
SYATABETA FARAETC VAUS A ORE REFANE 0I0PO5NATALE2SCG 
NR0 DELTAh 0RB0T0 BWTOV72 	 V2906A0 0 GOA) 0.00 RUGFL PAGE0 17C5E 

















-20 -. 15 -. 10 -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCE 
0.DOD M 0.605 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.0040 $0 FT 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 V2906A 0.000 VZ905A 6000 REFL 8.2004 INCHES 




a ...0 INCHES INCHES 
Z, RP .03DO4 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 


































 30 FT 












 0.0 035 
 S CALEMSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W7EIV17J2X 

V2906A) 














-PITCHING 	 MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
BYNmaL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0'D00 MACH2 a LVATR 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 6084.00 0 SQ FT 
.°00 AILRON ':.'Bo 02906A a.000 V2905A 6.000 	 REFL 8ZI.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422:.041 INCHES 
XMRP 1422 540 INC ES 
YHR P 0,BD00 INCHMES 
ZMRP 139.0004 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *E*E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER b5W-17E10Vl7J2X CV2906A] 03 AUG 7,1 PAGE 178
 
W. 









-.90 -. 15 -. 10 -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICI'ENT. CLM
 
E TA  SYMBOL B FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
. 0 0 0 A C H) 
 1 .4 6 3 E L V A TR 0 .0 0 0 D A T A S E T B E T A A S E B T AR F 6 0 4 0 DS T
 
6.000 AILRON 0.000 
 V2906A 0.000 V2905A 6.000 REFL 
 $21 2004 INCHES
 
REFS 14Z2:8040 I NCHES 
SXkRP 149Z.5040 INCHES 
Y.RP 0O000 I" 
ZmRP 13l00D4 INC ES

DATA MIST. CODE *E*E SCALE 0.0035 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X CV28OBA) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 179
 
.4 




























 PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




 MAC 1.965 ELVATR 
 0,000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA 
 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
6.000 ALLRO'N 0.000 
 V2906A 0.000 
 V2905A 6.000 






CODE VHP 0,DD INCHES
P CDATA 
 MIET. NETECOEFFICIENT YIRP 160 .104 INCHES
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WL7EIOVI7J2X 
 CV2906A) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 180
 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
.40 
























- -. 2025 --.-
DATA T SYMBOL 
E 292A) 0 
MACH 
C FIOURATION 
SF 484 (BSW 1l 
L.600 
ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DESCRIPTION BETA 
X - SX AT BETA =O . 00 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R FS 6084.0040 S Q T 
REFL SZI.4UO4 INCHES 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 1 NCHE 5, 































10 8 2-.- - -4 2 9 "4 8 Ia 32. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ES9DSA) Q MSFC404 (BSW17E10X - S5X) AT BETA=Q 0.000 REFS 6084.-:40 SQ FY 
REFL 821.2004 INC S 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHFp *422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 



























12 -10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SErSYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOH BETA 
CS2902A) Q NSFC4O4 (0SW:TEIOX - SX) AT BETA=O D.001 
MACH 1.100 
6 8 IS 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084-O04D SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.04D INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000D INCHES 
Z RP 150..04 INCHES 




.. 50 J , l l i , l l ____ ___|_l 
.25 















DATA SET SYMBOL 
(E2902A) Q 
HACH 
-10 - 6 -4 - 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 




REFS s0a4oVn4o SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422,8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422::040 INCHES 
VMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRp 130 0004 INCHES 































DATA SET SYMBOL 
CE2902A) 0 
MACH 
-10 - - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIOURATIOI DESCRIPTION BETA 
HOFC404 (S5WiTElOX - 83oX) AT BETA=0 0.000 
2.000 
6 s e0 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.004a SO FT 
REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP' 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 1 00.0004 INCHES 





























-lL -­8 6 
COFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
MSFC484 (OSWI7E&OX -- BSX) AT 
-­4 a-2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA 
BETA=V 0.000 
AACH O.6F T 
6 a 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REES 6084 C-40 SQ FT 
'EFL a '1 2 04 INCHESRo B 1422.6040 INCHES 
XWRP 1422.5040 INCHCS 

















ANGL OF___ ATTCK APH , EGEE
 
z 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONw DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CE290RA) C) NSFC484 (65WLICIOX - 115X) AT SETA=0 0.000 REFS 6004 0040 6Q FT
 
ReFL $21 e04 1INCHES 
REFS 1422 8040 INCHES 
XMRP 242Zo5040 1 NC H EY.RP 0 .0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHESMACH 0.900 




















-*0 2£ -20 a 4 - 024 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA sErzYNaOt. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETACE2902A) Q MSFC484 (85WT7tOX - 85X) AT SETA=O 0.000 
MACH I.IDO 
6 8 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 6084.9040 $Q FT 
hEFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422 6040 INCHES 
XMRP 14EZ:5040 INCH a 
YoRP 0.0000 .NCHES 
ZMRP 130 0004 INCHN 

































_ ,D__ CA_ 
PAG-18 





1rregig rri -v---r -r--r-w rrr -r-r--r t-r-r -r-r-r . •rr-r 

















-00a -8 -6 22-0 4 6 a III it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CR90OZA) Q MSFC484 (85W17EIOX 55BX) AT BETA=G 0.O00 REFS 6004. Z40 SQ FT
 
'REFC 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422,8040 INCHES 


























Lz -. 25 
C-, 5 
-. 0... 
-. 4 -.06 -. 4 -. --­ 02 - .--- - 04 06 .08 .-- .- 2 .14 .16 .&a 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
( E 9 0 A ) Q 
CONFIGURATION 
S F 4 4 (BSW E 
DESCRIPTION 
I D X - 5 X) A T D TA =0 
BETA 
. 0 0 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E F S 6 D 4 . O 4 0 $ 0 FT 
REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
REFS 142a.8040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422 5040 INCHES 












i rrr ,rr 	 • -r•.40 w i -r 1--,w•i -n- r'- "rrr rrr r-rrw - -- ri• i en~n -,-r-•r-r -v--n­
.10
 












-. 1 - .2 -. 10 .08 06 04 02 .0-- 4 - 0 .1- .14 1-­-- -- -. -. 00 0-- .06 .10 	 .6 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 








YRP Do , 0 INCHE S 
ZNRP 130 .O04 INCHES
 
MACH 0.900 






















-. 4 - . 1 9 - 1 0 - . 0 0 - , E s - . 0 - . 0 2 . 00 112 . 0 4 . 6 . 08 . 0 . 1 2 . 1 4 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCLM
 
















































-. ...20.0 . 
EFERENCE XNFORHATION
 
.14 -* .- 10 -.06 -5 6 -. 04 -.02 .00 A 2 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .14 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING'MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCLM 
DATA SET SYNBOL CNFIURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
CE2909A) Q M$FC484 (05W17EIOX - 5X) AT BETA=D OADD 





XmRP 1422 5040 INCHES
 
INRP INCHES
SACH 1.500 z. a : ,~0 g0 N C"ES0S.00 4
SCALE 0.0035 CALE 
PAGE 194
 
INCREMENTAL AERrYNAIIC CHARACTERISTICS­.4 
., .~ .. 
. . w g . .p . . i.m . 


















.4 1 -. 2 0 - 0 . 6 D . 2 . 0 O W 0 - 0 1 1 1 -. 1 
,-F -.. 204 
IN H 
MACH 2.350 





























I2-05 -10 O 6 -4 - 0 4 6 10 l 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO EEENENFOHTO 
IF2903A) Q MSFC484 (5SW17£10 AT BETA=6 - SX AT aETA=O) REFERNC INF4ORMA eTIO 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422:6040 INCHES 
XHRF 1422 504D INCHES 
THRP U.o0000 INCHES 




-. Gas r-1- ,FlrIr, 
' 



















ANGLE.OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 




REFS 142o.e0 INCHES 
XNRP 142.:5040 INCHES 
YHR 0oo , INCHESMap 

MACH .0gor ZHRP 130.UV04 INCHES























- -10 a 6 -4 a 10 4 8 in 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2905A) Q MSFC484 CBf5WITE113 AT BETA= - SIX AT BFTA=D) REFS 6064,QB40 SQ FT 




1422.:040 ZC IWNHES 
yM P 
Z"RP 
I..".O 130.0004 INCHES INCHES 












- -. 035 
REF 1O22 .__.40 INCHES___ 
MC .5 __ , .__SA SCA_LE__.. 
-­1 -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 4 6 P 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL. 
(F290 A ) Q CONFIGURATION SFC AS4 ( SWITE OESCRIPTION IO AT ETA 6 - 8X AT ETA: ) R REFERENCEIHOATO EPS 6084 .04 0 OINO H T O FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 10.0000 INCHES 
IIACH 1.500 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 199 
























.05 . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
-12 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CF2903A) 0 
MACH 
-1 - -s 
CONFIGURATLON DESCRIPTION 
NSFC484 CBSW17EIO AT SETA=6 ­
2.000 
-4 2 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
B5X AT BETA=D) 
6 8 10 1e 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821:404 INCHES 
REFS 142a.8040 INCHES 
mRF 1432.5040 INCHES 
Y$RF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZfRP 15.0004 INCHES 

























-4 a 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIV& REFERENCE 1IWORMATIO*tFr*03A) Q flFC44 (a5WIrfIU AT BETAS - SEX AT BETA=O) REFE 6084004 S FT 
REFL S9RI.ZO4 INCHES 
REFS 1422.O040 INCHES 
X$RP 1421.5040 INCHES 
YMRP f,0000 INCHES 










































-12 -10 1 -4 2-
 o 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOLI CCtJFXGURATIaA DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FSOOSAJ Q) HSFC484 (65W1?E10 AT SETA=E - 05) AT BETA=O) REFS 60084.0040 Se FT 
INCHES6ti..004REFLRErS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES YNRP 0.0000 INCMESZNRP 5.00 INCHES 
0.0035 SCALEMAH .90SCALE 
PAGE 202
 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
.011I 
.010 


















19 -1 .8 6 4 6 "1 lo in 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.- DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
F290A) 0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MFC484 (SWIEID AT BETA=6 - BSX AT BETA =) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 684.0040 SOF T 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.'0040 INCHES 
XMRPYzRP 14UZ.504000000 INCHESINCHES 
ZHRP 130.2004 INCHES 




















z -. 005 
-.006 
-- 0 -0 $ -+ 6 - 4 -­2O2+6+ 10 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CF2903A) Q MSFC4a4 (B5WI7E$O AT BETA=6 -BSX AT SETA=11) REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821 .04 INCHES 
RE08 1422.8040 INCHES 




I.0.0004 INCHMES INCHES 

























- 2 , O _ 64 a to &a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SY BOL C ONFIGURA TI OND E SCR IP TI ONR
(F2903A) Q K$FC484 (B5W17ElO AT SETA=6 -B$X AT BETA=G) F R N E N O M T O
















































- 0 2 
 4 6 
 0 *0 1*
 
NYH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET S4L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI 
 T(F2S03Ai Q) MSFC4S4 C85W271ThAT 5ETA=6 































. . . . . ._ . . 




F 4 4 (SWlEiO AT BETA=6 
.0AGE ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
- SX AT ETA O) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084 004 U SQFT 
207_ 
REFL 821 2DD4 INCHES 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XMRF
Y0RP 242 .0400.10000 INCHESNCHES 
Z R. _3_. . " 4 INCHES 

















u -. 025 
z 
o 0 -10 -a - 4 a 2 4 6 0 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ bFf'ZURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 






XNRP I4ZZ2.5040 INCHES 
YffP D.00 0 INCHES 
















-J O m¢ 
.05 7 . . .r. 
oS -10 a - 6 -4 2 a a 4 6 8 10 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,-DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNIFIOURATICN DESCRIFTICN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F 293A ) Q SFC484 SW17 EO AT ETA=6 - B X AT B TA= ) RF S 60 4.004 U S O FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
nEFa 1422:8040 INCHES 
XHRP 14RE '40 1NCHES 
YHRP u.00 INCH 














_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
-
<Li 




Z -. 0320 -_ -8 
_-_ _0 _ __ 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CF2903A) Q MSFC484 CSSWIYE10 AT SETA=S BOX AT BETA=O) REFS 6084.Cq4O SQ FT 
REFL 821.20D4 INCHES 
REFS 14ZZ.8040 INCHlES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP a*GOOD INCHES 
ZHR 130:004 INCHES 






























L -. 050 
---





-0150 -. 4Q .013 .0120 0 110-.0 
-.0145 -. 0135 
-.0125 
-. l15 -. 0105 
-.0095 
-.0085 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F2903A) Q 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCYN 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE 
MSFC4S4 (BSWIEIO AT BETA=6 - SX AT SETA=O) REFS 6084
INFORMATION 
.0040 



























-. 0150 -. 0t40 -. 0130 -. 0120 -. 0110 -. 0100 -. 0090 -*0000 
-.0145 -.0135 -.01-5 -. 0115 -.0105 -. 0095 -. 9085 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCYN
 












































INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCYN

DATA $ETSYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 

(F2903A) Q NSFC484 REFERENCE INFORMATION




, ::142 INCHE S
XMRP .841
































- 42.050 INCHES 



















INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICrENT. DELCYN 
DATA SET SyNSOt CONFIGURATXON DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INWORNATION 
1F2903A) NSFC4S4 (85W17C10 AT SETA=6 - 25X AT DETA=O) REFO 6004.0040 80 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INC*4E3 
REFm 1422.0040 INCNES 
2,4RP :425040 INCflES 
YNRP 0.0000 IHC$E$ 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 


















-o lso -.0140 0130 
 -.012 0 -00 G -*Uuoo 
-. 0145 0135 -.0125 -.015 -0105 -.0095 -.0005 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCYN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2903A) Q NSFC484 CB5617EID AT BETA=6 - B5X AT BET*=Sl REFS 6084.9040 SO FT 
RrFL Sal 2004 INCHES 
MEFO, 14":oa 4 0 1NCHMES042 1C _540, INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCH'E
 
MACH 2..50 Z,: 300004 
 1 C eS



















-1 -10 - 4 6 2 4 lz 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL €ONFIOURATIC, DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CF2204A) Q MSFC484 (S5VlTJ2 AT 13FT:6 - 5X AT BETA=01 'REFS 6084.U640 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422,6040 1lACHES 
YMRPp 142:N4 INCHE5 




























-12 -20 - 8 - -4 - O 4 a 10 la 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION !REFERENCE INFORMATION{F2904A) Q SFC484 =BVITJ2 AT BTA=6 -B5X AT BETA=) REFS 6040040 SO FT 





 5,CAL e 0B.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 217 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 






















-1--8 -­6 + 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATIZ& DESCRIPTICW 
(CF904A) Q MSFC484 (85V±4JZ AT BETA=6 -
MACH 1.100 
-4 -2 a 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
X AT BETA=0) 
6 a So It 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6064.u340 $0 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
'REFb 142Z.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 14a.5040 INCHES 
YNRP .0ova INCHES 
ZHRF 13O.0Q04 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
U. 
PAGE 218 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 






















- 2 -O - -a4 2 a 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES' 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION 
tFr204A) Q MSFC4S4 (SSVSTJa AT BETA=6 - BSX AT BETA=O) 
MACH D.500 
6 8 11 1? 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS, 6084-en40 SC FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFE 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP a.OOD0 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 219 
OZ& BOW! 
S3"as s1oooa ys003 I 
93HDN I 0000-0 JNHA 
S3H HI o*09.uatt d$HX 
S3H3N1 a*orfl zaT Gnu 
Ij as O*00*tO9 sA3N CDzVlag IV x511 -=VIa IV ?ZTASO) *grflgN 0 (yPO$24) 
N011VIKu0AN1 q3N3f3n3 -oridrnSMo NOIVIAOTNO3 10514A9S asviva 
S338030 'VHd1V 'AOVIJN JO 31ONV 
zow 












S~lll83lVdVH OIWNAG83V VIN3383N 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
 











ty -. 013 
U 
-o1 
o -. 013 F. LI I 
IS05 -Z -1 a 6 - 4 a 0 2 4 1 a IDa I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI ON 
2F94A C) M SC484 BSV17JZAT BETA=G SX AT ETA=) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 BeFT 
REFL eelo2004 INCHES 
REFS 149E.8040 I N "" 




130.0004 I N C EINCHES 

















DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F2904A3 Q 
2 a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
C FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MSFC464 CBSV17JZ AT SETA=6 - 5X AT 5ETA=O) 
SREFL 
MAH 09aISCALE 
6 a 10 1? 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
SZ1.20D4 INCHES 
REFS 14Z2.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YkRP 0.0000 INCHES 





















W9- ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI OESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 






XMRP 142o540 INCHES 
THRF ,0.,BU ICHE6 
ZMRP 130 ."004 INCHES 




















_____ ____ ____ 
z 
-. 01 
itl -10 a 6 - 4 A 6 a is I; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CFZ904A) M SFC484 CBSVITJZ AT BETA=6'- 05X AT BETA=O) REFS 6084.0040 50 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS I 42Z:8040 INCHES 
XpR P 14 2254D INCHES 
YMUP 0.OO ICE 






















-' % l -0 6 
DATA SET SYMSO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(FE904A) Q M3FC464 (B$VlTJZ AT BETA=6 -
MACH 2.000 
-4 -2 4 
ANGLE'OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SX AT BETA=O) 
a to$ S 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS GOS4.0049 SQ FT 
REFL a2l.8004 INCHES 
REFS 1422 6040 INCH 5 
INRP 14 , 04 ICHES. 
YM ,P O~g INHE.1.0004 Ncc3 
















. 0050 _ 
.0005$12- - o - 0 - - 4 - D24 G10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES-
ATA ST SY B OL COF GURATI ONDESCRIPTI ON REFERENCE IN OR ATIO N 
F29 4A) SFC484 (B V TJ2 AT B TA=6 - BSX AT BETA=O} REF Z 
REFL 
60 4 .04 D 
821 2004 
S O FT 
INCHES 
R E F S 4 2 2 .84D INCHE S 
XNRF IA29:501n INCHES 
YHRP C.OO MNHE 
HACH 06va SCALE 
'AR13.O4 




INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
.0100 































1 - - t o 8 - 4 - 2 4 6 B ­ s o 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(F29 4A ) 0 
MACH 
CO fFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
msF C4 4 (OV I7JZ AT S TA mG--
0.900 .0AL0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
X A T BTA =) 
" 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RE F-- B084 0 04 0 S o FT 
REft 821 ED04 INCHES 
R<FB 1422.0040 INCHES 
XMRW" 1422.5040 INCHES
YHRP o.0000 INCHES 













Ld u .0075 
ULd 



















-12 10 - 6 4 Z 0 2 4 6 a to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
cF2904A) Q 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION" 
HSFC484 (BSVITJ2 AT BETA=6 - BSX AT BETA=O) 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 6084. f40 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 




































-to a- - 6 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI O 
MSFC404 (SVITJ2 AT BETA=6 -
4 a 0 R 4 
ANGLE• OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
5X AT BETA=U) 
6 a 10 Is 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.9040 SO FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14 22 04Y .00,00 0 INCHES,1  


























.0015 ._ ._ ._ . . . .. __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . . 
zS 1Lo -0 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 It 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET 
CF2o04A) 
SYMSOQ COIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MSFC464 (SSV17JZ AT BETAS - B5X AT BETA=0) REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 6084 .n4D SQ FT 
REFL 621.90D4 INCHES 
REFSXNRP 1422.8040142.5040 INCHESINCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 


































. .9 . . ... . . . . . .

.001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .011 .012 .013 .015 .016.010 .014 .0:7 .01 .010 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. UELCYN"
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 





























- .092 : 
.001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .00S .010 .011 .012 .015 .014 .015 '.Q16 .017 .018 .019 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. IJELCYN,
 
DATA SE'T SYMBOL CCNF IGURATICN DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
IF2904A} Q )45rC484 (85V17JZ AT SETA=E - 8X AT DETA=0)*,, i* e * ¢1. 1#lmt i, ll m~l lll iii llt I~ * i *ll ldl l REFS~ 6084.Vn40PAGEt~ 89 FT232** 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422:8040 INCHES 
'MR, 422 .040 1INCHES 
YNRp 0 .0000a INCHES 
ZNRP 153.00 INCHES 




















I ---- -. 050±.1?- . 
-,D
 
.001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .000 .009 .01 .011 .012 .013 .014 ,015 ols 01 A. 019 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCYN
 
OAIA SET YY0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORATION
 




REF8- 142Z.6040 INCHES 
XMRP , 1422.5040 INCHES 
'YMRP O°ODOD INCHES 
ZMRP L30.0004 INCHES 













W-- -. 072 
1-) -.076Ld 
Ll­











00 002 *DB3 *004 .005 ,006 .007 .008 .009 Vio 011~l .012 .013 .014 .015 . 016 .017 .018 .019 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCYN
 
DATA SE I YMBOL C""NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CFZ9B4A) C) MSFC484 (B5VITJZ AT BETA=6 - 85X AT BETA=O) REFS 











0 . 000 INCHES
130.0004 INCHES
 


























.001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 .012 .013 .014 .015 .016 .017 .018 .019 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCYN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(FES94A), Q HSFC484 (85V17J2 AT SETA=6 - 6SX AT BETAZO) REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y$RP a00090 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 















U.. -. 053___ 
L. -. 085 
_ _ 







Z -. .°085095 
____ __ 
1L --0 1 NF44 5IEOIJ SIEO TS0A6600 000 000RF 0404 tF 
-9 t -o -o 8 - - 4 - 2 Q 2 4 6 1 
.ANGLE OF ATTACg. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSCI. CGtFbGURATIC DESCRIPTION SETA ELVAIR AIERON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CFSSOSA) 0 NSFC4S4 (S5WITEIOV±7J2 - SSWIVEIQ) AT 8ETA=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 REPS 6084.0040 SQ PT 
(F2904A) N3FC484 (SSVIJ2 AT BETA=$ - SSX AT BETA=0) REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.6040 INCHES 
XRP 14...040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
















LL -. ass 
Z -. 005 
-.090 
-. 1  
.09 
-__-__-_- O 
_-B _0 _ 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA.SeT SYMBOL C fFI0URATICN,0ESCRIPTIZf BETA ELVATR ,AILRON 
F2 S5A) HSFC484 I SW17E QVITJ2 - BSWIE10) AT BETA=6 6DooO 0.000 0.000 
F2904A) 2. SFC484 (SSV17JZ AT BETA=6 - SS AT BETA=D) 
HACH M.900 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0940 39 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFO 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 14ZZ:.5040 INCHES 
YHRP a*DBZIRP 150:00o_ 04 INCHES 
'CALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PACE 237 








z __g_ I__ ______ 
__ r__ 












-'012 -10 - 6 -4 -20 24 68IV it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2905A) NSFC464 (SSW1TEOVITJ9"- DSW17EIO) AT BETA=6 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 3Q FT 
CF2904A)3 NSFC484 (85V17J2 AT SETA=6 - BMX AT BETA=O) REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REF 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 


















_ _ _ _ _ 
-J -. 070 
-. 095 
-a -10 a , -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. -DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN; BETA' ELVATR AILRON 
(F2905A) Q MSFC484 [S5WIT£0VITJ2 - B3WL7ElO) AT SETA=6 6.000 0.000 0.000 
(F0904A) NSFC484 (S5VlTJZ AT BETA=S - 05X AT BETA=G) 
ZACH 1.500 
6 a to 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
REFS 6064.004C 60 FT 
REEL 821.2130A INCHES 
REF8 I4ABE 040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YRP a -. 000 INCHES 
IN p .$30,0004 INCHES 
















ANwE A0TTACK70ALPH, EGRE 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q NSFC484 (BSW2TElUVlTJ2 - BSW$TElO) AT BETA=6 









REFS 6084.0040 So FT 
REFL 821.2OU4 INCHES 
REFS 1422:.04D INCHES 
XMRP 142Z 0 1 CHES 
0YPBODOO INCHES 
ZMR P a 0.0004 INCHES 
SCALE a . 005 SCALE 
PAGE 240 




















- 4 -a - 0- a -4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
- CTA E VTR AILN 
a 0 to, is 
RCFRCC INFORMATION 
RZFQ 1499,040 INCHES 
XMRF 444 .5049 ' INCH94 
YM p 0.000aO INCHES 


















le -to__ a 4 2 46 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWRATION DESCRIPTION ETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CF2gO5A) Q MSFC484 (85W1IGY1V7J2 - S$W17EI0) AT BETA=6 6.000 000 U00RF D404 QF 




























L -. 013 
a'12 -10 --a - 6 - - -0 .4 	 2 4 6 ID IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2905A) NSFC484 85WITE1OVI?J2 - SSWITEIO) AT SETA=6 G.OOO 0.O000 0.0 
 EF 04.00 0F
 
CF2904A) MSFC484 05SVITJ2 AT BETA=6 - 85X AT BETA=O} 	 REFL 8ZI,2004 INCHES 
REFS 14zz.8040 ,INCHES 
XHRF 1422.504D INCHES 
I MRP O .0O0 1NC"C3 
-. R0 I30o0004 INCHES 
MACH .AC0. 

























-.012 -- 4 0 so i 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
COFIOURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
SFC484 (S5WITEIDVj7J2 - BSWIT[D) AT BETA=6 6.00D O*DOD 0.000 
NSFC484 (BSVl?J2 AT BErA=S - S5X AT BCTA=D) 
1.500 ATALK 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6004.DD40 39 FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHESXRP 142.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 


















-° 19 -10 a 6 - - 4 6 0 &0 &a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




CCFIGURATI O DESCRIPTION 
NSHFC484 (5W1EIOVITJ2 - BOW17EIO) AT 0ETA=S 









REFS 08 4 GF 
REFL $91.9004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040, INCHES 
X"RP 1422 040 INCHES ImRp 0 :1000 INCHES 
ZNRP 13a.OD04 INCHES 






















-to a - 6 --4 -­ 2 a a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
N3FC4S4 (S:WlEIDVIJ2 - 0$W17E1O) AT BETA=6 6.000 0.000 0,000 
SFC4a4 (0V27JZ AT BETA=S - 85X AT BETA=13) 
0.600 
6 a so it 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 621.ZU04 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 1422,504U INCHES 
Y M P 0 0 0 1NC HR E 
ZMRP 130.,a0a04 1NCHE$ 
















.120-712 6a to i 
,C0 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET 
IF2905AI 




N FC4:4 11S15.1 0V"IT - BSW1E£D 
MFC4 4 (BSV1TJ2 AT BETA=S - B5U 









EF 00. a QP 
REFL 821.2OD4 INCHES 
REFS 14220040 INCHES


























.001i -0 - -6-2 0 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELVATR AILRON 
IF2gOUSA) MSFC484 IBSWITEl 0Vl 112 - BSWI7EIV) AT BETA=6 6.000 0.000 0.000 
FZ90A) ISC8( V17J2 AT BETA=6 - B5X AT BETA=O) 
MACH 1.100 
6 a 10 18 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
8EFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS I42Zo8040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422 5040 INCHES 
"HRP " U 0000 INCHES 
ZHNp 130 OD04 INCHES 


































­ " 4 
 6 to l
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL,. CONFIOURATIC DESCRIPTIOfi BETA ELVATR 
 AILRQN REFERENCE INFORMATION

F20A SFC484 8SW17EIDV17J2 - BSW1TEID) AT BETA=6 
 6.00a 0.000O 
 0.000 REFS 6Oe4.0040 So FT
(F29D4A} MSFC484 (SSV1TJ2 AT BETA=6 
- B5X AT BETA=W) 




XHRP 1422.5 040 NHCH
 









INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Li .011 ~ m , 





















MSFCAO4 (BSTEIOVITJZ - SSWITEIO) AT BETA=6 








REFS 6084.5U41 SQ FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRF 142Z2.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.oooo INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0,04 INCHES 




































































































.000 .00a .004 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .aOS .022 .024 -. 026 .028 .030 .032 .034 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DELCYN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FZ905A) MSFC484 (B5W17EIDV17J2 - BSWZTEIO) AT BETA=6 6.000 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084. $t0 SQ FT (FZOO4A) £ NFC484' (5SVIIJ2 AT SCTA=Z - BSX AT BETA=0) REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 14Z2.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 1300004 INCHES 


















.00 .002OD .004 .11, .108 .010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020 .02E .024 .026 .026 , ., .5 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT., DELCYN
 
DATA SET SYNBSC- CCNFGURATION DESCRIPTIMp BETA ELVATR AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(F2aSA) 2 HS C484 0, W 7EIOV7J2 - SSW17EIU} AT BETA=6 6.000 000 000RF 04P4 RF 
F 4A) FC484 (BSV1TJ2 AT BETA=6 - BOX AT BETA=D) 
 REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
IXHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
ymg ODO INCHES 
ZRF 130:00U4 I NcHN 























XMP 12254 ICE 




INCREMENTALRYAWING04 ELY INCHEOESCINT 
MAH 1.0FSAE 12000PAGE SNCALE254 
INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC CHARAC ISTICS
 












 ___I*3O •C *0 .G2 0
 
.-000OO .002 .004 006 .0013 .010 .12' .014 .016 .018 Ba 0. 0 6 08 .00 .32 .3 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DELCYN
 
DATA 0SET SYMBOL MCCONFIGURATION1Z~jDESCRIPTION BTA LVATR ALRON RFERENCEINFORATION
F20SA MSC0 
a w E "l J SW17EO) AT BETA 6 6.000 0.000 .000 
 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
(F904A) SFC484 (85lTJ2AT BETA=G- BX AT BETA=O} 
 REFL 821 2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES




























-. 5 REFL 82.20 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMSOL PEACH 





2 6084.0040 SQ FT :904
1.104 
 REFL 121.2004 INCHES
REPS 1422.8040 
 1NCHES
1 . 67MRP 

1.467 14 29 5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
1 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85X 
 CV2901A) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 256
 

























SYN BtC ACH 

0905









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES





DATA MIST. CDE *E 





I NFORI4A TION 





















 03 AUG 71 PAGE 257
 

























' ' " l ' ' e6 -4 
-
ANLzFATCAPA 














LE C N OH IO 
6 B4 D 4 e F 
RCL 61o0 4 IN~EE B 4 2 8 4 0I C 
H P1I 5 4] I CE 
2 .o B .000 
-99ZMRPDATA MIST. COVE *E 
MSFC4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5X CV2901A) 
YRV 
SCALE 






















3.2 0LU	 l 1 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMSCL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUESRERNCIFOMTN 
0.	 6 BETA 0.000 

















DATA HI8T. CODE *E 
 p 130.0004 INCNE6
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BX 
 V29OIA3 03 AUG 71 PAGE 259
 
















 4 -2 u 2 4 a 10 It
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES




0.005 BETA 6.000 
REFS 6084.0040
0.907 SO FT 
REFL 821.2D04 INCHES 
1.1" . REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
1.4Y0 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
Y$RP 0.0000 INCHESZHRF 
 130.0004 
 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE MM*E*E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5V17J2 
 CV2904A)" 
03 AUG 71 PAGE 260
 















DAT MIST COE M** SAL 0055 
R F 08 . 0 G 
RIn612o4 




I C £ 
- .02 
_ _ _0_4 _ _ 1__ 
0.05 BTA HI .000 HE 







EFFECTS OF MACH NO. ON CONFIGURATIO: B5W17J2
 
.10 2______S_ 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
YMOL ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCEINFORATION
 
























MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5VI7J2 [V2904A] '03 AUG 71 PAGE 262 




















REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT














DATA MIST. CODE NH*E*E 	 ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0Da35 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5VITJ2 


















 0D 20 es 1 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 
- LVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 




 EA 000 DATASET ELVATR 
-DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
20.000 AILRON 0.000 Vz9073 - 20.000 VZguas 
 - 10.1300 RCFL SZ1°2004 INCHES
0000 
 vZ9063 0.000 
 V2909S 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
vzsios 20.00 0*O0 
 XMRP 142a.5040 INCHES





DATA MIST. CODE #E*E*G 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOVI7J2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 264
 








0 . 0 0 





 20 Z5 30 35 

L 
 • ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
40 
3Y.80 ZLYATft PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

-- 0 .00 MAC REFERENCE INFORMATION0.911 5ETA 0.900 DATASET 
 ELVATR 
 DATASET












'P,O. REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 V2910S 20.000 










MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOV1TJ2X 
 {V2907S) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 265 
__ 








_ _ _ 
-1 5 105 10 15 20 25,3 
 40
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL - EODLVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2000 MC .0 EA 000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
10.000 AILRON 0.000 VE90TS - 20.000 V2gcas- 10.000 REFL 
 821.2004 INCHES0.000 
 VE9065 O*UDO V29095 10.005 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
n 0 V2910S 20.00a XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES20.000 
 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *EVE*G $¢Al £ 0.0035 SCALE 




EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER BSWI7EIOVI7J2X
 
_J 1.0 









 1 5 20R 25 30 as 4; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL - LVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SWRCE .REFERENCE INFORMATION
2000 MC 
.6 EA 000DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 $0 FT 
10.000 AZLRON 0.000 
 V29D73 - Za.0oo V29085 - 1O.O00 RErL 021.2004 INCHES0.000 
 V2906S 0.000 V29096 IO.DoO 
 REFS 1422.B040 INCHES 
10.00D 
 V2910S 
 20.0DD XRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
20.,DO0 
 YMRP U.0000 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. COE oE* G 	 ZwRF 1300004 INCHES
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 













- 0 .4 








- 50 is 2D 25 30 351 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ooELVATR 
 FARAHETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE I'FORMATION
BB MC 1.6 BEA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR VATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040F 
10-000 A ILROM O.O00 V9907S - 20.0O0 V290as - 10.000 REFL a21.2004 SQCHF 
O.oo V2906S 0.000 V2909S 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
1' .000 V29103 to.00 XMRP 1422.5B40 INCHES 
DATA IST. 
20ODYHRF 





MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17J2X 
 CV2907S] G3 AUG 71 PAGE 268 
4 



























90__ 25__ 30 35 4 
SYBO -AS T PAAERI 
 AUE 
 AA ORE 





___._______tae , , " , * , l 





 10 5 20 
 5 3 0 3 5 4 0
 




o 0. 0 1 A9 . . 0. 0 REFEREHC INFORMATION- BE A.0 0 DATASET ELVATR ATA ET ELVATR RE S 6084. 04 0 S O FT
 
- o.000 AILP.QN 0.000o V59os - 20.000 V29035 - ±o.oGjD REFL 024.2004 INCHES
oo V290 85 
 . 00 V ZSOS 








DATA HIST. CODE *E*E*G 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV;7J2X 




__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










_ _ _ 
uJ 














- - i 
-505 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL ELVATR PARAHETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION20.001 MACH 0.911 BETA 0.000 OATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 
 6084.0040




 V29065 0.000 V29095±..Go0 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHESV2910s 20.000 
ooo XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
MRP -.0300 IK;CHE3
20.000 ZMRF 130.0004 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *E*E*G 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 95WI7EIOV17J2X 
 CV2907S] 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 270
 








of 	 -. 35 
tD 
-. 40 































A RH 0.000O*O 

0 5 1 0
.- 25 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
BETA O.Orm; VATASET ELVATR CATASET' ELVATR 
Vz9ors " 20.000 V290as - 10.000 
V29ass 0.090 V2909S 10.000 
V2910S 20.000 
DATA 	HIST. CODE *E* *& 

-
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17ElOVl7J2X 
















































U- -525 la 15 zu 2__34 
L - .00 MACH 1A___R0Lii 
Ld -. 55 










- 5 10 50 
 5 0 i5 20 25 sO 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL ELVATR/fl PARAMETRIC VALUES- 0o000 ±fAL . 1.465 ETA DATA SOURCE0.000 DAAET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFERENCE IN2ORATIONREFS 0840040 SQ FTA-- 1000 AL O .000 Y2S0?S - 20.000 VZSOSS
' 0.00 - 10.000 REFL 021.2004 INCHESV:g:6 2gg ~ ss0.000 I . D REFS 142.040 INCHES1. 00029 0 Z . G 
 XHRP 1422 :5040 INCHES 
2OD0ZMRP 
 130.000t INCHESDATA fIST. CODE *E*E*O SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFCAB4 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7E1Ov17J2x V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 272
 
_____ 












-.0 5 5 _ I22__4 
-.40 





fl -. 15 _ . 1 . INC 4E
 
r 1 .0 
 v 2 9 0 s 0 .O DX 
 R P 1 4 . 00 0 I N C H E S
 
DATA MIST. CCCE *E*E*G ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE. 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85WI7ElOVI7J2X 
 CV2907S) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 273
 
__ 














­0 0 15 20 25 30 5 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL -. DELVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONo 00 0 fD~00 0 BT 




 0 XRP 042.000 INCNES20.000HP 
.GO HCE
OATA MIST. COVE *E*E*G ZNRP 130.0004 INCMESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFL4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER 851E0v72 
 V2807S), 03 AUG 71 PAGE 274
 













 20 25 
 30 35 4a
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

- 20.000 MAC" REFERENCE INORMATION0.911 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATk DATASET ELVATR

- 10.000 AILRN REFS 6084.00400.000 0 FTV2907S 
- 00.000 VB908S 
- 10.000 REFL 821.2004
0 INCHES
V2906S 0.000 V2909s jl.o000 REFS 1422.804020.V0 INCHES
10.1300 
 V2910S 20.00 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIRP 130.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*G 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17EIOV17J2X 
 CV2907S) 








EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER BWI7EIOV-17J2X
 
















-15 -10 - 5 0 5 in 15 20 25 3 54
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYBOL -- .DELVATR ARAETRICVALES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 RFERENCEINFORATION
S0MB0L E 
 MAAT 1ARA1T0 I BEALE0.000BATASET AAE LATAD.0 R CREEELVATR DATASET N EELVATR REFS 6084.0040IFO AT NSQ FT

-1o.0oo AILRJ ooo V o907s - 20.000 V2908s 
- l.00D REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 
0.000 




DATA MIST. CODE *E*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X tV2907S3 03 AUG 71 PAGE 276
 
_____ 
EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER
$ *4 --i--... 
 -r,,-v- -w--l--r 
 B5WI7EIOVI7J2X
rri- -r--r-u-
 ,---y -r,---r r1,-
 ,r-r-











 u 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

























REF S 6084.0040 SO FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14Z2.5040 INCHES 
.10.00 YHRFZRP 0.000013.000. INCHES0hCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 



















10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
20.000 MACH 1.966 $ETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATA DATASET10.000 AILRON 0.000 ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTV2907S 

- 20.000 V2908S$ 




 0.000 V2909S 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 
 INCHES
 
10.000 Ve910S 20.00020.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
Y.R. 0.3000 INCHESDATA MIST. COE *E*E*G •ZMRF GSCALE 130.0004 INCHES.0005 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 
 CV2907S) 03 AUG 71 
 PAGE 278
 

















 IS 15 
 £025 
 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

sYMsOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE

-20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONMAC 0608 




-10.000 AILRCW 0.00O 
 VR9n7s - 20.000 VZ9D05 
 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHE5
0.000 
 V2906S 0.000 
 V29093 10.000 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
10.000 
 V29105 20.000 







DATA HIST. ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESCODE *E*E*G SCAL E O.OG35 SCAL

MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17ElOVI7J2X 
E
 
(V2907S] 03 AUG 71 
 PAGE 279
 
EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER 
 BSWITEIOVI7J2X
 

















 15 20 
 25 30 
 35 40
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

- DATA SOURCE20.000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION0.911 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET £LVATR 
 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT

- 10.Do ALRON D.000 V2907S - 20.00U- V2906 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 IhCHESo 0.o 
 V2906S 0.000 V29098 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHESov00 V2910S 20.000 
 XNRP 1422.5040YMRP 0.0000 INCHESINCHES2.DO00 
ZIRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EE*G SCAL 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 











































SYMBOL ELVATR ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FARANETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE












 V290g6S 0.000 V2909S 10.00D 
.±0.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCVESa.. V2910S 20.000 XHRF 1422.5040 INCHESNCH 
YMRF 0.0 0,
DATA MIST. COVE *E*E*G ZHRF 150.0004 INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 

- CV2807S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 281
 





0 . 0 
_O~~~~~~~t l l e ~. i t l l t ~ . .. . . . . .
-0 -is 5D5 
 01 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Y B OL- EoLVATR ARA TR IC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFEREN CE INF ORAT ION2 0 0 0 B C 
 . 6 E A0 0 5 D A TAS E T LVA TR D A TA SE T EL YAT R R E F S . 6 84 .004 0 S Q T
 
-10.000 AILRON 0.000 




 V29065 0.000 V29098 10.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES
 






 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *E*E*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV7J2X CV2907S 03 AUG 71 PAGE "282
 









 0 15 0 25 313 35 . 4; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL --ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
20GD MC .6 EA 000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 $0 FT 
10:000 AILRON 0.000 V29075 - 20.000 V299S5 - 10.000 REFL 
 821.2004 INCHES
a o a V29066 0.000 V2909S 




 XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES
 
20.13,0 
 YMRP U.0000 I N-HrS
 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *9*E*G 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 283
 
____ ___ 





-I .00 0 

0.00_INCHE
hi ~ 2 0 0 0 D V 9 9 0 . G
100SV9 E B 1 2 . 0 0 I C £

-.05 V 1.0 00 0MI0XHP C 
Co o oY 2 ,O O ! C£ 
-. 10 R t0004 ICESMP ~ o o I C E 
________GSCLE




Z .F.30.0004 51EV72XC207_0_AG7 
INCHES
 
DAAMSTNOE E GL ATTAC, ALPAAELEE
 SCAL 









EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER B5W17E10V17J2X
 
.25 
 a - ___ _. ._. , 
ORBTE 
-. 20 
-- 0 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 .5 
 4D
 




 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 








10.000 AILRON 0:9.1. V2907S - 20.GD0 V2908S - 10.000 
 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
0.000 
 V2906S 0.000 V29096 10.000 
 REFB 1422.8940 INCHES
 
10.000 
 V2910S 20.000 
 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
20.000 




- DATA MIST. CODE *E#*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
SFC484 NR DELTA OBTRBWl7EIOWTJ2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 285 
_____ 
-- 













. . . . . . . .
 
10 1 ED 25 30 35 40
 
ANGLE (IFATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ELVATR MC PARAMETRICoG VALUES 
 DATA SOURCEREREE NOATN
 
0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 $0 FT
 A LR ONO O° 0.00 
 V2907S - 20.000 V2908S - 1.000 REFL 
 821.204 INCHES
0.000 
 V2906S O.Doo 
 V2909 10.000 REFS 1422.6040 INCHES
 
%.ea , V291aS 20.000 
 XRP 1422.5D40 INCHES
 
20.000 




DTMITCOEZHRP SCALE 13D D04 SCAL  
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOVl7J2X (V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 286
 
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 4 































20.000 THRF 0.O000 INCHES 
DAAMS. OEZRFD A A Z T , ¢£ S CA L E 
130.0004 
U . 0 0 3 5 
INCHES 
SC A L E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV17J2X CV2907S) 03"AUG 71 PAGE 287
 














ATST EVTR RF 
__O__AT[VT04.0D F 
15OD 
-0005MR DAZS4 V-910 
INoCsHE25S035 
0V 
DATA MIST. COD *EE* 















EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER 
 BSVI7EIOVI7J2X
 
4 l g l 










 2o 25 30 35 




 PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 RE'FERENC5 INFORMATION
-0000 MAC 
 O..U8 BETA 
 9.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR
- I.*D0 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
AILRON O.00 
 V29073 --
 UU VZSOO - REFL 2.042D8S 1DDO 

..ODo NHEV29063 ,D 9910.000 QDo REFS 1422.8040 INCHESU5 
ID.000 
 V29JUS 20.000 XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP U.UO00 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE ZHRP 130.00J4 INCHES*EEG 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW7EIOV17JX 



















-is -to 15 20t 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOUPCE
-20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 0.911 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DAmASET ELVATR REFS 
 6084.0040 Se PT 
- 0.000 AILRON 0.00D V2907S - 20.000 
 V29085 ­ 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
B.000 
 V2906S 0.000 v29095 10.000 
 REFS 142Z.8804 INCHES
1 0.00, Vz9los 20.000 







DATA MIST. CODE *E*E40 
 SCALE 0o.0"S SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBI'TER 815WI7EIOVI7J2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 290
 
_______ 
















20.00 RC .0 
 EA 
 000 DATASET 
 ELVATR GATASET 
 ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT

- 0.0 00 A1LRON 0.000 V2907S - 20.000 
 V2908S - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
0 .000 V2906S 0.000 VZ9093 
 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
10.000 
 V2910S ? .000 
 X RF 14ZZ.5040 INCHES
 
ZD.00D 
 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
DATA MI -T. 
 0E 5E*1O 
 05ALE ZMRP 130.0004
0.0035 INCHES
SCAL 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OV7J2X V2907S 03 AUG 71 PAGE 291 
0 










-0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -DoELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 

_ 000 MC REFERENCE INFORMATIO;6 
 EA 000DATASET NELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 So FT10.0O0 AILRON 0.000 
 V2907S - 20.000 
 V2906S - 113.900 REFL 822.2004 INCHESO OOV2906S 0.000 
 V999 10.000 REFS 1422.040 INCHES
 







DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*& 
 SCALE 0.GD35 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV17J2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 292
 














 25 30 
 35 

SYMBOL ELVATR ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESFARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

- 20.000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION1.966 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR
10.000 REFS 6084.0040AILRON o.000 SOQ FTV2907S 
- 20.000 V2908S 
- 10.0o REFL
0.000 821.2004 INCHES
V2906S 0.000 V2909 10.o000 




20.000 XHRP 14ZZ.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *E*E* ZMRP 130.0004
SCALE 0.0035 NNCHPSSCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X 
 CV2907S) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 293
 
40 



























HP O OD ICE 
NCE 
MS C 8 R 
DAAMS 
D L A 
-0.2 
.CD 
O B TE 
EEGSAE 






20 0 ACHT 
20.000NR DELTA 
EA 0. 00 DA AST LV T DAT SE ELVA R REAFS 0 .0040 SOALT 
I77S1S 























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELVATR FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
-20.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 0.911 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR 
 REFS 6084.0040 60 FT
10X.000 AILRON 0.000 
 V2907S - 20.000 V29085 10.000
- REFL 821.ZO*4 INCHES
0.000 
 V29065 0.000 
 V29093 10.000 
 REFB 1422.804a INCHES
1 000 
 VZslas 20.000





 R 1 0 0004 IC H E S 
DATA H16T. CODE *E*E* SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOVI7J2X 
 CV2907S) 






EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER B5VI7EIOVI7J2X
 
1.O , ,____ 
_--_.,: # _l 
____i_____w 
~ , ; ; 
-1 ,i@ 
































-5 0 5 to 15 20 as 30 '5 40 








ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 




















.'00 V2910S 20.000 XRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
20.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOVI7J2X [V2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 29G 















 10 is 2D 25 3o 35 40 
.
 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5YMBOL -ELVATR 
 t PARAMETRICl.6 VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

2000 MC 
.6 REFERENC E INFORMATION
EA 000DATA6KT 
 ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 
 6084.D040 
 SQ FT
10.000 AILRON 0.000 
 V2907S - 20.00D V29088 ­ 10.000 REFL 621.2004 INCHES
0 , 000o.GDO 







mZHR 130.004 NCHE S
 
DATA HIST. CODE *E*E*G SCALE 0.0035 SCAL 































IL -0 . 2 
._ . . . ._ ._ _ 
1-10 
-5 
 10 15 20 25 30 's 40
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYBL - LVATR PARAMETRIC VALUES 











































MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X [V2907S] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 298
 






















-.30 .25 .2D 

.15 
 .0 .25 . 0
 
SYMBOL ELVATR 	
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
20.000 MACH 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.8 BET 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR 
 REFS 6064.0040
10.000 AILRON 0.000 	 SQ FT
V2907S




F- 0.000 	 0.000 V2g09s o.o000




YMRF .0 0 INCHESINCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*l 
 SCALE 0.0v3s SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 
 (V2907S1 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 299
 









-. 30 -. 5 -. 20 
.0 D Oas5-1 .10 .1 
 .20 .25 .30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYBOL -- ELVATR 
 FARAHETRIC VALUES 




 EA 000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR

- 10:000 AILRO 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
V2907 - 90.000 VzSDS - 10.000 REFL
S 821.2004 INCHES
 
a 00D V29065 
 0.000 V2909s, 10.000 REFB 1422.8040 . INCHES
 
0.00a 
 V2910S zo.Dou MRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
20.000 
 fHRF 6.0000 INCHES
ZoRF 130.0004 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*G SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR OELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7J2X CV2907S) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 300
 











uC D . 
-1 0.0
-02 - 5 _ -°­
Z.-0.6 
- .30 -. 25 -. 20 -. 16 -. 10 -. 05 .00 .05 a1 1 .20 .25 .30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
20.000 MACH 1.108 BETA 
 0.000 DATA$ET ELVATR

- 10.000 AILRON 0o.o DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
VZSoTS 
- 20.000 V29fSS 












ZMRp 13P.0004 INCHES 
DATA OIST. EEEVG EE 0 7GALECB 
 AU035 SCMSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7 2X 
 [V2907S) 






EFFECTS OF ELEVATOR ANGLE VARIATION ON THE COMPLETE ORBITER 
 B5W17EIOV17J2X
 













 5 .0 .05 .10 .15 
 .20 .5 .30
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL ELVATR 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




 1.465 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR 




 AILRN 0.O000 V2906S 0.000
7 - 2  V29DSS - 10.000 REFS
09 
 L 1422.6040
8 1 2 04 INCHES
 
10:000 
 V291as 20.000 
 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
Z0.000 




MSFC4 4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOV17J2X fV2907So 03 AUG 71 PAGE 302 










-,5 H-3 -. 90 -. 13 
 -. 10 -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 0
 









 BETA aDoo DATASET ELVATR DATASET 
 ELVATR REFS 
 6084.0040 SQ FT 
- 0 000 AILR CW . 000 V 2g 7 S - 20 000 V2908s - 1. 00 REFL 821.2 n4 
 IN H S
0 .00 




0.000 XMRP 142.5040 INCHES
 
R INCHES 
DATA IST. CODE JmRF 130DU.4 INCHES
.E5E.0 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC4 4 NR DELTA RSITER B5W 7E V7J2X TV2 T07ST 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 303
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ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 














- 5 -1: 5 D 5 10 is zo 25 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ALPHA 
 PARAETRIC VALUS 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 0 MC .0 EA 000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR 
 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
B:0000 AILRON 0.000 M29071 - 20.13GO W29081 - 10.000 REFL 
 821.2004 INCHES
10.000 
 C29061 0.000 MR9091 









 ZRP 10.0004 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*01*C" SCALE V 0045 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS (M29071) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 304 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLESOF ATTACK
 





















ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA ARAETRI VALUES
C DATA SOURCE
 
- I'OD O-OD ET 
 O.OO DATASET ELVATR DATA$ T ELVATR REFSR EC6US4o0040 OHTOSQ FT 
10o0no AILRON 9.000 M29071 - 20.000 M29081 10I.000 REFL 821o2004 INCHES 
0cooD C29061 0.00O M2909I 10.000 REFS' 1422.8040 INCHES
:BO00 
 M29101 20.009 
 XHRF 1422,5040 INCHES
 
30.000 
 MRF Ouoo0 INCHESZMfP 1300000 INCHE
DATA MIST. CODE *EE*61*CH SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR ,DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM29071] 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 305
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ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
SYMBOL 
 ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 0.:D0 MACH 1.1 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR
300G A N 0.000-M2901- REF$ 6084.0040 SQ FT 
30.000 - REFL2 0± .D. z 0 M29081 10.00 824.2GD4 INCHES
C2906IM29101 0.000 "29091 10.000 REFS
2 1422.8040 INCHES
XNRFYP  1422.5040






DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*GI*CM SCALE .0D35 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM29071] 





































-125 20 -5 -to 10a 15 20 zS 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DECREES
SYMSCL -ALPHA PAR.METRIC VALUES 
































mo.OOH a10 ZO.Do b XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
30.000 YMRF 0 I.NCHES 





MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM29071) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 307 
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-10 	 -50 510 	 15 20 Z5 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBL -ALHA 
 PARAETRIC VALUES 




 .0 BEA.00 
 DATASET ELVATH 
 DATASET ELVATR REFS 6a84.0040 SQ FT
 
10.000 AILRON 0.000 "29071 - 20.000 
 M29081 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
1 :oo0 C29061 0.000 M29a 
 10.000 REF5 14ZZ.8040 INCHES
 
.. DOo 
 M2910I 20.000 	 XRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE EEG HSCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS [M29071] 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 308
 
30.000 
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ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
aymbOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE

-10.000 MAC 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.600 SE11 
 0.090 DATASET 
ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR
0:000 AILRON 0.000 	 REFS 6084.UD40 SQ FTME9071 - 20.000 
 H2908I - 10.000
( 3 0 0D 	 REFL $21.2004 "INCHES
C 2 9 0 6 1 0 : 0 H 9 9 1 R F
. 0 0 1 4 2 2 .8 04 0 I N C H E S
 Z.000 






H ST E DTMITCOEZMRP 	 13D.0004 INCHE3
OAT 
 £E*GI*Cm 
 SCALE 0 .0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM290711 
 03 AUG 71. PAGE 309
 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
1
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0SC8 RDLAOB NRMNA LAT FET M9730 U 1 PG 1 
I ii.i i 0. i___ e n 142 504 INC 
0.00T DFET N ANLE E T DEGREEINHE 
SYDAOA MIST.PARAETI VAUE*G*S UR35 SCATAREER .. LEORAT 
MSC8 NRo0 DET OR.9INCRETMENTAL DAELVATR CTT CM9LI) 03AUG7AGR1 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 





























0 5to s g 2 
SYMBOL ALPHA 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE ELVATR, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
0.000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION1.100 BETA 
 0.000 DATA$ET ZLVATR 
 DATASET ELVAIN
10.000 AILRON REFS 6084.00400.000 so Fr29071 
- 20.000 H29081 
- 10.000 





 O.o00 129091 10.000 




 M29101 20.000 XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES
 
30.000 
 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*EGI*CM ZRF 130.0004 INCHES
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS tN29071) 
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ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL - OOALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCER F R NC I FO AT NBET O.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 6084.0040l SQ FT

D.Doo AILRON 0.000 M29071 - 20.000 
 M290BI - 10.000 RrFL . 821.,004 INCHES1 	 000 






DATA MIST. CODE *ELUI*C 	 ZMRF' 130.DU04 INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
SFC484 NR DELTA OR.INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS -C290711 03 AUG 71 PAGE 312 





























-. 25 2 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

1000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONMACHO
.00 -0 2.00O0 BETA 




- 20.000 - DATASETM29081 -ELVATR .- 368.04
- D.O 1.0o REFL 821.2004 QFINCHES
0.000 29091 
 Io.Uoo REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
20.000 M29101 20.000 
 XRP 1422.5040 INCHES
30.000 YN.RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESTE*E*SCH 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM29071) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 313
 











ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR,'DEGREES

SYMBOL 
 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DOBB MAC 
 0.600 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR 
 •REFS 6084.0040 
 T
 
1 o0D .O MIR29071 - 20.000 M29081 - 10.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 
* .BUD C29061 0.00D W29091 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES20.000 
 "29101 20.1100 
 XMRP 142.5040 INCHES
 
3D.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRF laD.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*GI*Ck 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENJTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM29071) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 314
 


























ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
SYMBOL- ALPHA PARAMETRICo~Q VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORNATIQK
MC .0 BEA ,
.00 DATASET ELVA 




M29071 - 20.000 

DO AILRON 0.000 

M29081 - 10.O000 REFL 
 S21.2004
1 0*000 INCHES C29061 D.DDD 
 "29091 10.000O REFS 1422.8040 
 INCHES
20.DOU 
 M29101 20.000 







DATA MIST. CME ZMRF 1a .,0004 INCHES*E*E GI*CM 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM290711 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 315
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.75
 
-as -20 -15 
-10 -5 al 5 10 15 20 ts 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1000 MC 
 .00 BT 
 .0 ATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET 
 ELVATR REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
0.000 AILRON 0.000 M29071 - 20.000 M29081 - 0.,00 
 REFL 821.ZG04 INCHES
S 10.000 
 C29061 
 0.000 K29091 10l.000 REF9 1422.8040 INCHES
 
Fl 2.,000 M29101 20.000 
 XRP 1422.504D INCHES
 
30.012 
 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 130.UU04 INCHESDATA MIST. COD *E*E*GI*CM 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS (M290713" 03 AUG 71 
 PAGE 316
 









.Z2tj -20 -15 
 -10 
 0 j_ . . . .. . . t.
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR. DEGREES
SYMBOL- ALPHA PARAMETRIC¢.OVALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION

.0o MC 1.0 
 BEA 000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS 
 6004.0040 $9 FT
 
. 0 0 0 A I L R M (. 00 0 M 9 0 7 1 - - 20 0 0 0 2 9 0 8 1 - 1 . 0 0 0f 
 R E F L 8 2 .2 G 4 N C H E S
 2 oo "CZ9061 0.000 mzvos1 10.000 
 REFB 14ZZ.8040 INCHES
 
.0 00O 
 M29101 20.000 




.00ZRP 30.0004 NCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EE*01*ICM SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS CM290711 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 317
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ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR. DEGREES'
 
.YBL- ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE IFORATION
1000 MAX" 
 2.000 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET ELVATR DATASET ELVATR REFS D4 04 S F
 
R I D G OH9071 
 M°2 -- 20 .000 MZS U8 -- IO.DUD 
 REFL ez 1 ,zoo4 INCHES '­1 0.000 C29061 0.000 M29091 1.000 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
[ 20.000 
 M29101 20.000 






DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*GI*CN 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORB. INCREMENTAL ELVATR EFFECTS [M290713 
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0 0-1 10 - 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESDATA SCT SYMBOL CQIN[FI URATJCN DESCRIPTION BETA AILRONCFZ9061) Q NSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER SWITEI0V17J2X 0.o00 0.000 
H H .6 QZHRP 
MA. 060SCALE 
25 30 35 40 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 60 FT 
REFL Z1.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES XWRP", 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000O INCHE S130.0004 INCHES 




















5* In 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
NDATA SET SYMBOL ONFIGURATIO BESCRITICN BE TA A ILRON(P29061) 3 MSFC484 NR DELTA REFERENC E NFORMAIONCROITER SSWl7FlUVl 2X 
 D.OD GAUDD 









YoRF 0.000 INCH.S 
- ACH 





















. 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIN BE TA AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(p 9 6 l J 0 M S F C 4 R L T A O;R T R B S W I I C JOV T J XD B 
 0 .0 0 0 O .00 0 
 R E F S 6 0 8 4 .0 0 4 0 











 Z0RP 130.004 INCHES








































DATA SET SYMBOL 
(P290611 0 
MAC" 
a10 15 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREESCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRONHSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 55WIE±OV17Jax 0.000 0.000 
1.50b 
25 30 35 40 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 6064.0040 so FT 
REFL 821.2004 INCHES 
REUB 1422.$040 INCHES 
XNRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES



















p- o 3 0 5 o 25 3035 4 
-. 010 
10 "50 5 10 15 20 25 s9 3 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBc,- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON(P29061) Q MSFC4O4 NR DELTA CBITER 	 REFERENCE INFORIATION5WI7EIDoV7J2X 
.000 . 0.0o0 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 





YNRP 0.Uouo INCHES 




























-,010 . 10 -
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-15. -10 -5 0 10l 15 2a 25 403

 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
FP9061) 0 
 $SFC404 MR DELTA ORBITER S5WITEIQVIJZX 0.000 0.000 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
REFL .1t.2004 INCHES 
REFB 1422.8040 INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO N 
 BETA AILRON
(P29D61) 0 WSC484 MR DELTA REFERENCE INFORMATIONORBITER B5WITEIOVITJ2X 0.001) 0.00 





XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
VNR P 0.0000 INCHES
MACH OB 






























DATA SET ,.v 
{P2 9 0 61 ) 
HACH 
- 5 1' is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
' auau U HPINBETA AILRON 
... .... R DE LTA ORB I TE R SW I7EI V1 7J X 0 .0 00 Doco o 
1.100 
25 30 35 40 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E F S 60 4 .0 04 0 Q F T 
REFL $21,2004 IN HER 
REFS 1422.8 040 ZNCHE 
I E 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHESYHRA O ATTCK AL INCHESZRP ±422.04 INCHES 
ZMRP ±30.0004 INCHES 










c3 -.-JC 002 _ _ _ _ 
t-. 
Li 








5 10 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON 
MSFC484 NR DELTA CABITR 5SW17EI0VI7J2X 0.13DU 0.000 
1.500 
_5 
26 3, 35 





0 $Q FT 
REFL 8-.00004 INCHES 
REFB 142k.8040 INCHES 
XMR
P - 1422.5040 INCHESYMRF 0.0000 INCH0 









































 05 10 15 20 25 305 
 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON(P29061J Q NSFC484 REFERENCE INFORMATIONNR DELTA CRBITER SSWI7EIGVITJ2X 0.000 0.005 REFS 6D04.0040 SO FT
 
REFL 821.200k INCHESREFS 1422.8040 INCHESXHRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
























0a.0 i sL 
S 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATI DESCRIPTION BETA AILRONP2906i) 0 NSFC484 MR DELTA ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATIONS5W17El0VITJaX 
 0.000 G.UO0 










MACHH A C 0.0 S D,.0004 INCHES
6 0 






















. ._______._ .__.,_.__. 
- - 05010 15 go 95ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON (P29061) Q MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER OSWITElUV17JZX 0.001) 0.000 
MACH 0°9ou 
. . . 
30 35 4 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ F T 
REFL b±el ul INCHES 
RErg 422.ba 0 1 . Eb 
XMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP O.DUOU INCHES 
"HRP 130.0004 INCHES 






















15 is50 25 30 350 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA AILRON
(P29061) Q SFC404 ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATIONM NR DELTA DSW1TEIOVIrJ2X 0000 D.GDO 














MACH 1.1ou Z HRP laD.0004 INCHES






















- 5. i o l w i , 1 i , 
15 20 25 30 35 4D 
,
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONJ BETA AILRON(FZ9061) C) REFERENCE INFORMATION
KSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17EIOV17JZX 
 D.GUG 0.000 


























LL -. 01" 
-LJ 
L 





NSFC484 MUAIET DSRPITR 
DE TA O BI E 
2.000 
10 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
BETA AILROR 
BSW 7E1 VITJZX fln n n n nREPS 
as 30 35 40* 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6084.004 0 SQ FT 
REEL 821.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.BU40 INCHES 
XHRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
SCAI. 0.0035 SCALE. 
PAGE 333 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS AT VARIOUS ANGLES'OF ATTACK
 
C-. 










-5 5 lo 15. .1 --. --.. 
 to 5 
• ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR, DEGREES
YBOL ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES DATA SORCE REFERENCE INFORATION
-10.000 
 MAC U.600 MIA 
 0.000 DATASFT ELVATR 
 UATASET ELVATR 
 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTO .UU AILR ON 0 .0 00 V290 7 1 
 - 2 U° 00 V eguaI - 1 . 0 00 R E FL 82 1 .2 0 04 INCH E S
la00 
 V2906I 0.oo0 
 V29091 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 -INCHES 
O:.ooD 
 V2910I ZO.Doo 





ZNRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*01 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
"MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWI7EIOV1702X IV290713 03 AUG 71 PAGE 334
 













ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR. DEGREES
O L  
SYM B A L P HA P A R AME T R I C V A L U E SD 
 T A O U ER 

- 000D AIRO DgDoo BETA 0.000 OATASET ELVATR DATA$ET ELVATR REFS 
IQ O AL 
 " .O V29071 --20.000 V29081 - 10.000 REFL
1000V29061 
 0.000 V2909I 10.000 REFB

.0:0:.Do 







DAI T"A C *E*E* I SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVl7J2X 
 CV290713 03, AUG 71 
zo 23
 













0.0035 SCAL E 
PAGE 335
 















-. 250 -0 -15 -10 ­ u 5 111 15 go 25 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELVATR, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S - 10. 00 MAC .100 BETA 0.000 ATASET LVATR DATA SET 
ELVA R REFS 6064,0D40 S F
 
0.000 AILRON 0.OD0 VZ9071 - 20.000 vasual - IO.Goo REFL 821 EC04 INCHES 
10.0.0 V29061 0.505 V2g091 10.000 REFS 142Z:6040 INCHES
 
2G*GUVZ90I 
 ZBODXMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
30.000 G.uV90 000YMRF 0.0O00 INCHES
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHE
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*Gl SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER.B5WI7EIUV17J2X [V29071] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 336
 


















SYMBOL ALPHA ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR. DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
- 10.000 MACH 3.500 REFERENCE INFORMATION
BETA 
 0.00D DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET 
 ELVATR
0.000 AULROI 0.DOQ REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
V20071 
­ 90.0 V29o81 
- :0.000 REFL. 00 821.2U4 INCHES
V29061 
 0.000
20.000 V29101 20.000 V29091 10.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHE




 Z.RPvM F 0.0000 INCHEO
130.5004 
 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*0I SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA.ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 



















 10 15 
 20 25
 
• ELEVATOR 'DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELVATR. DEGREES
SYMS°L -OoALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE1000 MC REFERENC INFORMATIO
200 E N
0000 AILR- 0..00 BT .000 DATASET ELVATR
V29271 DATASET ELVATR





 V29091 20.000 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
20 0 0V29101
0.000 9 .Do 0 




DATA CDFE E VST. ZHRP 130.0.04 INCHES
CTEINGL 
 SCALE 0E003T SCAL
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BVWL7E OVA7J2X 
 CV2907 03"AUG 71R PAGE 
 338
 












 5 10 is to - 25 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELVATR. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 
_ ALPHA0 PARAMETRICDO VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Du AH 060 BT 
 .0 ATASET

-2000 0.000 ELVATR DATASET
AILRO ELVATR REFS 6084.0040
V29TI - 20000 V29081 - 10.000 REFL So FT
821.2904 INCHES
10.00a V2906I 0.000 V29081 
-o.oo REFL 1422.8040 INCHES
 
, 0.000 VZ910I 20.000 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
30.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZRP -. 30.0004 INCHES
DATA MIST. CODE *EG SCALE 0.0035 - SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EOVI7j2X CV29071) 03 AUG 71 "PAGE 339
 












 5 -O •.%, 
-ID 
 5 0 5 10 15 20 25-




 DATA SOURCE 





'0 900 BETA 
 G.000 DATASET ELVATR 
 DATASET ELVATR REFS 
 6084.13040 
 SQ FT
10.00D AILRON 0.000 
 V2907I - 20.000 
 V29061 1-0010.000 -OOOREFL 821.2004 INCHES
V29061, ,0.000- V2911911 10.000 REFB 1422.8040 INCHES
20.°'00 
 V29101 20.00a 




YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DT ZTCOE *** ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
C A L E 7 D .O O Z 5 S CA L E , 
D A T H S T C 

MSFC484MNRDELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X 
 CV29071) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 340
 
_____ 























 5 10 15 
 20 26
 
ELEVATOR DEFLECTION ANGLE. ELVATR, DEGREES
SYNOOL ALPHA 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES 




EAC BETA 0.000 DATASET ELVATRAO 000 A LRON DATASET ELVATR REFS0.000 6084.0040V29071 
- 20.000 se FT
ZO.O 00 V2908




.00  VZ90sI 10.000, REFS 1422.8040O XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES









DATA MIST. CODE *E*E*GI 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIV17J2X 
 CV29071) 




_ _ _ _ _ _ 
,ELEYATOR EFFECTIVENESS-AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF-ATTACK
 
.2 5° l J 
_ _w _ _ _ _ 









-0 .1 0 
____ai_0 
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E L A R
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 REFERENCE INFORATON4000 MC 
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 AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
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SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONo 0.000 MAC" 0.904 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET' AILRON REFSo 6084.0040 800.00 ELVATR 0.000 FTW91 S - 40.0D0 W2911$ - 20.0o REFL 821.2004 INCHES
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-SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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 0.000 DATASET AILRON 
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VNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
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 .OOO DATASET 
 AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 6084.0040 SO F T 
20.000 
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 912$ - 4&.000 W2911S 25.000- REFL 821.200A INCHES
0.00 
 W96S 0.000 REFS 1422.80U40 INCHES
 
XMRP 1422.504U
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SYMBOL -°oAILRON FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE




AILRON VATASET AILRON 
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 - 20.000 REFL 621o2004 INCHES
0.000 
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DATA MIST. CODE M0 E. Z-RP 130.0004 INCHESSCALE 0.0035 0CALEMSFC44 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W07E0OV7J2X CW2912S 03 AUG 71 PAGE 39
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESI
SYMBOL -. DAILRON4A PARAMETRICo60VALUEb DATA SOURCE
4000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MC .07 BT 
 16 
 ATASE AILKON DATASETT AILRON REFS 6004.0040 SQ FT
20.000a.  ELVATR 0.000 
 W291ZS06  - 40.000 W2911s - REFLS SZL.2004






ZRP 130.0o4 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE HH*E* SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wt7EIOV1TJ2X 
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VBOL -- .DAILRON ARAETRIC VALUES DATA SORCE REFERENCE INFORATION40OD MC 
 .0 EA 00aDATASET AILRON AILRONCA ASET REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
20Z.000 ELVATR 0.000 W2912S 40.000 
 W29ls 20.~o00a REFL 821.21104 INCHES
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DATA MIST. CODE NK*E*O SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL --. 0AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MC 
 .0 BEA av DATASET AILRON DATASE T AILRON REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
4200 00 ELVATR 0.000 W2912S - 40.000 W2911S - 2.000 -REFL 82S.2004 INCHES
0.000 
 W29066 0.000 
 REFS l4e2.8040 INCHES
 
XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
Y.RPO 6. _ o INCHES
ZHRP 
 130.0004
DATA MIST. C.0E MM*E0G INCHES
SCALE 0.0035 SCALT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
-40.O00 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MAC 1.468 BETA 
 D.DD0 DATASET AILRON 
 DATASET AILRON 
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W2911S 20.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
0.000 
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SYMBOL 
-- .0AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 E E C N O H T O
4000 MC5.64 
 BT .0 ATASET AILRON 5ATASET AILRON REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
20.000 ELVATR O°Ous 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
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 0.000 DATASET AILRON 
 DATASET AILRON 
 REFS 6084.0040 Be FT
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 W291 S - 4 . 000 W29115 - 2. 00 
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0.000 
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SYMBOL AILRON 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATON
DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON 
 REFS 6084.0040 S FT .

- 20.000 ELVATR 0.000 
 W2919S - 40.000 
-
W29115 20.ooD 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL -­ ~DAILRON PARAMETRICt,6 VALUES DATA SOURCE 

4000 REFERENCE INFORMATIOMC 
.6 EA 000 NDATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 6084.1304f) SQ FT20oab0" ELVATR 
 0.000 
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SYMBOL A LRON PARA ETR IC VAL ES DATA SOURCE REFERENC
-4°D. EI F RM T O
MACH 1.964 
 BETA .00.0 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON " REFS 6a84.0040FRHTso Fr 
-2 13.090 ELVAIR 
 . 000 
 W 9 IS - 4 0 .000 W 9115 . - 20 .000 REFL 821.2 U4 INCHES
0.00D 
 WZ9065- 0.00D 




YMRF - .0000 INCHES
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,SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES' DATA SOURCE
-40.ODU REFERENCE INFORMATIONMACH 0.607 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASE:T AILRON g 6 8 . 04 Q F 
- 0.O EVTWgOD 9Z2S 40.000 
 W29115 20.000 REFL 821.2004 INTCHES
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AZLRO ARA4EThIC VALUES DATA SOURCEo8- 40.000 L REFERENCE INFORMATION0.904 SETA 0.000 DATASET AILROC DATASET AJLRON REFS 
 604.0040" - 20.000 ELVATR 0.ODO 0SFTW912S - 40.000 W2911S 
- 20.000 REFL 021.2004 
 INCHES
O.UOD 
 W2906 O.ooS REFS 1422.8040 INCHESXHRP i422.5040 INCHES
 
0.000bY RF INCHES 
DATA MIST. ZNRF 130:0004 £Inc1ECODE HHE** 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER'B5W17ElOV17J2X 
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M A I L RO N P A RA E T R C V A L U E S 
 A TA O UR C E
-40.000 
 MAC 1.09a BETA E E E C N O M T O
0.000 DATASET AILRON 
 "CATASET AILRON 
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MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSWl7EIOVI7J2X 
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 03 AUG 71 PAGE 409
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SYMBOL - 00ALRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 E E C N O H T O
 
s. 000 DATASET AILROM DATASET AILROM REFS 61184.100 so-pT
-2a°uha ELVATR 0.000-
 W291ZS 
 - 40D" wz9I 
s " - 20.000 REFL 821.2004" IN CHES"O0'00a 
 W 9065" 0.009 REFS' 1422.8040 INCHES 
M.XRP 1422.5040 1 NCHES 
tmRP O.6pua INCHES 
DAAMS.CDE'M** RP- 130.0004 INC.C¢GSCALE "
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 0.0035 SCALE
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5 .BOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 FRNC NOHTO
 
- 0"00 .64 
 BEA .
 D ATASFTS-2D.00b ELVATR 	 AILRON DATASET "AILRON REFS 6084.0040OOb 	 , SQ FT
W2912S 
-- 40.000 , wa9115 	 " 
0 	 .000 
- 20.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES" 
W2906S 0.00 REFB "1422.6040 INCHES,
 
XMRP 1422 5040 
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DATA MIST. CODE NM*E*GIUB4 	 INHEA 	 oH
E*GI 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
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 03 AUG 71 PAGE 412
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•- : '-'AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
.TET
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5YMBO ,_ .DALOHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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.* DATA SOURCE ATAST AILRON 
 REFS 6084.0040




co E.O 0.000 
 "-. W9121 
- 40.0600 WZ91IZ, 
-20.000 
-REFL
10:000OD 621.2004 1 NCHIESW29GI 0.000. 
 REFS 1*422.8040' INCHES
 
20.000o -000 XMRP 1422'.5040 
 INCHES 
R 30.,1 YMRF. 0.DUDG INCHES" 
DATA MIST. CODE NN*E*Sl ZMRP. 13D.0004 INCHES 
SCAL E - 0.0035" SCALE MSFC484 NR D LTA ORBI'TER B5WI7EIOV,J'X', '.
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-10.000 MAC 1.500 REEEC NOMTO
BETA 
 0.000 DATASET 
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 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA-"ORBITER 85WITEIOVITJ2X 
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 03 AUG 71 PAGE 415
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AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
o - REFERENCE INFORMATION
h.000 
 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET AILRON 
 DATASET AILROH




 W2911I - 20.000 
 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
 
10.000 
 W29061 0.060 
 REFS 14 2,8640
eOO0XMRP 1422.5040 INCHESINCHES
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AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
SYMBO ALPHA PARANETRi VALUESC DATA SOURCE 
-10.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MAC 0.600 6LTA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON
0.000 REFS 6084.0040 
-
ELVAT 0.000 $Q, FT
R W29121 - 40.006 W29111 - 20.000 REFL10.ooo B2L+ZDU4 INCHESW9061 0.000 REF5 1429.8040 INCHES 
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SYMBOL .ALPHfA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
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 DATAT AR DATASET AILRON RES 6084.0040 SQ FTMSC .0 0 ELVATR O0.00T91aI 

10. 000 - 40.000 WZSIII - 20.00O REEL 821.2004 INC07Ewzsoei 0.000 
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DATA fIST. COVE NM*E*GI INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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SYMBOL --. oALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC1.0VALUES " DATA SOURCE 
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.H0LET 
 T SCALE 0.0035 SCALT
 0SF.C48
NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E1OV1J2X 0W29121) 









































AILERON DEFLECT ION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
1 0.000 MACH 1.500 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION0.000 DATASEr AILRON 
 DATASET AILRON
0.000 ELVATR 0.000D. REFS 6084.004U SQ FT
W2921 
- 40.000 W29111 













DATA MIST. COD HMM*EWGI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOV17J2X 
 IW29I21] 

































AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
Q - 10.000 MACH 2.000 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONBET. 0.000 DATASET' AILRON 
 CATASET AILRON 
 REFS 6084.0040
A .0o r VATR O.OO 	 SQ FTW29121. - 40.0130 W291I±
10.000 -	 20.000 - REFL 821.200420.000 w9DGI 0o60D 	 INCHESREFS 1422.0040 INCHES
 
30.000 	 XNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
0 
DATA 	HIST. CODE NH*E*G1 ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOVI7J2X 
 CW29121) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 
-421
 











-45 -40 -35 
 -30 -25 -20 -1 
 -la -
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL - ODALPHA PARAMETRICD.0VALUES 
 DT ORE 
 £EC NOMTO 
.:00 MC .0 EA 000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 6084.0040 F 
10.G0S O.O L 
-
A R O O DWZ9121 40.000W906I  W29111 - REFL20.000 S 821.2004







 0.O000 INCHES 
DATA0 MIT.CDERHEGlS 13a.0004 INCHES
ALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5V17EIOV17J2X CW2912I) 
 03 AUG 7L -PAGE 422
 




- . 00 























AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, -AILRON,DEGREES
O L  
 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .O D 0 MO'D 
 9 0 0
0 .9 BE T A . 00 0 AT A S T 
1 . 00 0 
A LRO R A T A S T A IL RON R E FS 608 4 .0 4 0 S GF T LV A T R . C o u W9 2 1 - 4 0 .1DO W 2 9 1 I -2 0 .0 D R FL 8 2 1 . 00 4 - I N C H S10.000 






 IMRP 0.0000 INCHE
ZMRP 130.0004 S DATA NISTo CODE MM*E G" INCHESSCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI0V17J2X CW29121] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 423
 









-45 -411 -35 -30, 
-20 
 -15 -1- 5 0 
AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON, DEGREES
 











 - 40.DDD W29111 - 20.000 REFL 82142004 INCHES
0,000 
 W 90"61- 0.000 
 REPO 142.8040 INCHES
 
20.000 
 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
HRF 0.0000 INCHES
zoRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COVE MN*E*SI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5Wl7EIOVI7J2X (W29121) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 424, 
5 
30.000 








-. 04 05_ 
_ _ _ 















•AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA 




-O000 EL AT .000 BETA O O O A A E AILRON DATA ET; AILRON REFS 84 0 ¢ " T 
W2O09121 " 20. OOO40.000 W291 1 
 -
 REFL s2 .2004 INCH9.
 
W29061 0 .000 
 REFS. 1422.8040 
 INCHES
 
. 0 a O"XMRP 







DATA HIST. CODE NH*E*Gi INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC464 NR.DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X 
 CW2912I? 03 AUG 71 PAGE 425
 















AIL ERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
 
SYBOL -ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFRENCE NFORATON
1000 
 MC .0 EA 00DDATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON REFS 6 084 DD4a SQ FT 
01000 ELvArR 0.000 W29121 - 40.000 W29111 - 20.OGD REFL 8,1 : 004 INCHES
1oooo




 p 5 a a INCHES
 
XNRP 142.O504 INCHESDATA MIST. COE MM*E*GI SCALE a .00035 ICALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2X (W29121) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 426
 

















(.J -. 45_ 
Y -.	
_ 





























SYNOOL --ALPHAO w 
 PARAMETRICD.OVALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

, REFERENCE INFORMATION 




. .000 	 AILRON REFS 6084.0040ELVATR 0.000 	 SQ FT
W29121 
- 40.000 W29111 
-2D.00 




20.000 	 U29061 0.000 

.XMRP REFS 1422.8040
30.000 	 5  INCHES 
D M YHRP 1 0.0000 INCHESZMRF 
 ±30.0004





MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOV17J2x 




















-10 5 a 
0.7 
m 
-. 55 0 















AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE. AILRON. DEGREES
M4OL ALPHA DARAHETRIC .VALUES
- 1.o 00 s ... .900 DATA SOURCEBETA . 000 DATASET .- . . REFERECEAILROtJ ATA ET AILRON INFOR2TIONREFS 084.004 0 So F r0.000' ELVATR 0.000 1429±1I - 40.000 142911 20.000- REFL 32* .2004 INCNESI O . O G. 
 W 9 D I D O D 
±o.ooo R E B ±4 2 2 .80 40 I N C ES 
- 4205 000RPF 1422.5040 INCHES203.000 
. 
3000 - y$RF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHEp 130.0004 INCHESDATA HIST. CO - 1414*2*9, SCALE * 0.005& SCALEMSFCA84 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E-10V1702X "--W29121) . 03 AUG 71. PAGE 428
 





























AILERON DEFLECTION ANGLE, AILRON. DEGREES-
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC 
VALUES 
 DATA SORCE' . EEEC NOMTO
Q MS± 
.0 EA 0.000 DATASET
000 AILRON- bATASET 'AIRONLI 0.000 
_ELVAIR 0.000 - REPS 6004.0040 59 Ft1211 




2.00 aHRP weD.oo REFS t14ZE.00 
 INCHES
 
C NRO B5W917I X
MS 8 DELA OBITE - ,47 . ' W 91 12.000 INCHES30.000 L. 1 -I 03 AUG 71F 8PE B ' 4 2 INH 
RP 10.0000 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE NM*E*OI 
 SCALE 30.00D5 INCHES
M S EF C 8 4IRDF2GL T A R B I RL 2S)A03 A UGR 71EA GE 4
 



























 4035 15 
-10--30 -25 20 5
 
AILERON.DEFLECTION ANGLE,.- AILRON, DEGREES
StNSOL ALPHA 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES 










- 40.000 WZ9111 20.000 
 REFL Z1.2004, INCHES
O 10.000 

' W29061 0;oo 
. REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
2000 
 XNRP 14ZZ.5040 INCHE'S
30.Z0R0
5.0 
 YMRP - 0.0000 INCHES
130.0004 
 INCHES




'MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WlT'rOv17J2X 
 CW29121) 











___ ___ w_ __ __ __ 
z 
u -. 50 









.CJ", 0 0 0
4~3 00 
2 0 0 B T . O A A E A L O I ' A A E " A L O 




CO O O E ~ T . L~ O ~L Z " - " 0 0 0 z ~ I - U Q O E C 6 J g d N H S 
•10CW0 0
 S 6 . O XREF 4 8 4
m . 0 N fE 
' . X H P 1 2 . 0 D N H $








-__ AUG 71FE-PNE 431Mt 
sDA oL Hl -DENDEECTO ANGLEl AiRO ,-EG ES .- .135 SAE 
• 10.000"-N O A 2.000TE TA5WI7 .O0T02DAAE X. DASET1 A0IRUN 7EFS -8084.00 " SQ FT 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS DERIVATIVESoId*pgg 1-- - -i-. . ,rr-r,--- ,rr-. t­










-. ooo0o -. 0009 
_ _ _ _ 






0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
t±0:000 SETA 0.00D ELVATR O.Do 
000 
10.000 
20.000 30.000 DTRP SC 
M STA48 4 ' N R ~5 E1N 07GIJ
MBEC48411NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X 





2.2 2.4 2.6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
REF 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP 14ZZ.5040 1NLHEb 
00000 .NES 
D RP 0.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.035 SCALE 
71 PG 43 










-j .0 0 0 15 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
L, -. 00015 
.. 01 0 . . . . .. . 
U'. 
a: 0304 O 6 0@ , ° 
S Y M B L A L P HA PA R A E TR I C V A L U E S 
10.0° BT U.000R[AR 0.0 
10.000 
, O.D O 
CNHE 
I 0.000 
DATA oIST.CE HH0025*P 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITEIOVI7J2X 
1.4 1.6 1.8 
MACH NUMBER 
CP291111 
2.0 Z.2 2.4 








03 AUG 71 PAGE' 
2.6 































.. 000400 .4 0 .8 06 1 . , 1 2 1 . 1 . 6 1 .8 2 .0 .2 .4 .6 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYBL ALPHA PARAERIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 










 REFS 1422.8040 INCHES
 
2.0000 
 XMRP 1422.5040 INCHES
 
0 00 IRP 11.000D INCHES 
30 O OZMRF 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE NM*E*GI*p SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 





AILERON EFFECTIVENESS DERIVATIVES 













































- -4 --2 0 2 4 6 8 1 2 
SIDE'SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION

- 0 CH 0.0 ELVAYR 0.000 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT




 W2914C 6.ogo REFSXHRP 1422.80405  INCHES
INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 











4 2 a 2 4 6 a in0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BE-TA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALVES 




 LAR .00 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA 
 REFS 6084.0040 SO FT
G.6:00 AILRON 0.000 W913C - 6.00a X2906C 
 0.000 REFL SZ1.2004 INCHES
6.00D 







DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 










- 6 - 4 
-2 D2 
 4 a a 10 12 
SYBO AP FRAETI SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DECREES
SYHOL"
LFA600 
 PAAHTRCI. VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION

.00 MC1. 1 LAR 000 DATASET" ALPHA 
 DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SO FT 
O1Dan AILRON 0.000 UT913C - 6.000 X2906C 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
.DOG0 
 W2914C 6.1300 
 REFS 2422.804D INCHE S 
XHRP 1422.504D INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE ZMRp 130.UG04 INCHES*E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYBOL ALHA.0ALPHA PARAMERIC VALUES 





a- 000 AILRON 0.0D0 	 W2913C - 6.000 X2906C Q.0DD REFL 621.2004 INCHES 









ATA MIST. CODE E 
 9 35 SCAL 
 
NR DELTA ORBITER BSWL7E


















26 4- 2 a 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.6:000T 
 ALPHAN OATAo ALPHA REFS 60&4.0040- SQ FT
 
° ° A L O 
 O W?913C - 6.000 X2906C 0.00 D REFL a2l.2004 INCHES
6.000 
 WZ914C 6.000 







DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 




























r - -10 
-- 4 ­ o l 
S 4 6 8 10 1
 













 000 REFL 821.2004
o 000 INCHES
W914C 6.000 







DATA MIST. CODE 







MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 25W17EI0VIJ2 





















-. __ CH04 0.0000 

0 -4 40 10 N12 




 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIONo .0.0 MACH 0.90$ ELVATR 0.0130 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA 
 REPS 6084.0040 SO Fr
0.000 AILRO 0.000 
 V W91C - 6.05 X2906C 0. RE L 021 .204 INCHES
0 .ooo 
 W29I4C 6.000 








DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 






.05 _ _"_ 
m- .04 





-8 6 4- -22 
 4 6. to se1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA; DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE 1*FORMA 
TION
6.00D MAC 
 1.10i ELVATR 0.000 
 DATASET ALFHA 

-DATASET ALPHA REPS 6084.DD4U 
 Se FT
0.00
o RO .00 W2913C - 6.000 X2906C 
 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
6.00W14C 
 6.000 









DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17ElOV17J2 
 CW2913C) 














. 00 a 
_ 10 

SYBL APASIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYBOLPAPARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
-6000 MAC 
 I.A63 
 ELVA TR O.OUO DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA 
 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
0.000 AILROW u.'ODO W2913C - 6.000 X20¢ OOO 
 REFL 821o2004 ICE
 







DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 


















-14 -2 U a!460 I
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES.
 
SyMSOo ALPHA -PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA -SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.DOO SAC 1.961 ELVATR O.Don DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS SD 84. 0040 SO IT 
0.000 AI LRON O).VOD W2913C91_4C - 610004.000 X29O1SC 0.00 REFLREFS 821,20041422 $040 - 19C¢HESCHE_ 
X11-6 44Z E546 140 I 1C2E 
ySP E. 0AN;GL E . S 
ZERP 14D.00D4 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0045 SCALE 



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORNATION
2 - 6.000 0.600 ELVATR 0.000 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6004.0040 06 FT 
.000 AILRON 0.000 W2S9IC - 6.000 XZ0G6C 0.000 REFL 0?i.004 IN"Es 
REFB 1422:0040 INCHESW294C 6.0D
ooo6 00XHRP 1422.SG4U INCHES
 
ThRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmRP 1"000C4 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA OBSTCO E 5 0E
MSFC484 NRDELTA ORBITER BSW17E10V17J2 fW29130J 03 AUG 71 PAGE 446
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 
S B ALPH PARAETRI V 
SI.D 
SA REN F T 
. 0 "Atli _._AA04 
-*02 






























__ _ ______ 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMTRIC VALVE CA FA 3QJRcf REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
-6.000 HAC 1.101 ELVATR 0.000 DATASEI ALPHA OkTASET ALPHA REFS 604.0040 $o FT 
6.000 WZ914C 6.uvo REFS 1422.8d4D INCHES
 
XHRP 1422 5040 INCHES
 
YMRF O.Ouuo INCHES
ZHRo 13.00004 ICHES 
DATA HT3 CD 5 SCALE 0:0U35 SCALE 
































 rLLVATR 0.00D DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6384.0040 SO FT
60.100 AILRON .Qo WO2915C 
-- .00 X2906C 
 0.00O REFL 621.ZU04 INCHES
6.000 






DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2 
















-. 040 , 	 ,, 1 	 ,
IS O 8-	
- 4 ­ 4 6a 
 120
 









 6.0au X2906C 0*aou REFL 8_1°2004 INCHES
 
6.000 
 W2914C G.U0O 






DATA 	 MIST. COD *E SCALE 00035 SCALE 
MSFC484,NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17ElOVI7J2 (W2913C) 

















































 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
tA&o .0 000 ALC 

.0 ATASET ALPHA DArASET" ALPHA REPS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
12913c - :.0oog IESOSC 











DATA HIST. COOE 
 SEX 2N F 130.0004 
 INCHES
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER 85W17E10V17J2 
 12813C) 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 451
 



























_. R0 00 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *El 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2 (12913C) 
ZMRP 
SCALE 































<L -.-. 000 
u ILU
 





_j -6 4I-- 4 
-. 016 
.O0 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.10D ELVAT 0.000 AILRON 0.000 DATASET ALPHA 





- 6.000 12906C 0.000 REFL 821.2004 
 INCHES
12914C 6.000 










MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER 25W'17E10V17J2 

































4 a 4 a 10 
SYMBOL MACH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREESPARAMETRI
 VALUES





- 6.000 SQ FT
12914C 12906C ..











YM P 0U. 0 4 INCHESS
 INCHES
SFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W SCALE 
 0.0035
07EDOVATJ2 REE SCALE
(2913C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 454 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 






















- __ 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMNOL MACH 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
Q 2.000 gJVATJ REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 AILRQ' 0.O0 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT 
12913C - 6.000 12906C 0.00 REFL 821.2004 INCHES12914C 6.00D 
 REFS 1422.8040 INCHESXMRF 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHESDATA H1ST. CODE #El 
SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E.IOV17J2 C12913C) 




9gjV SYU. ut OflV co cOciBzI) -UL1A0I3Lt$Q83dJIIdg V1130J NN I'8M3SW 




9S14'NI a'0r22k1l OA3Wi o009 )flszr
93HDN1 Oaa- 'noe lja 000*0 'SOGZI 00019 -E6Z
Ij as 010.1909o 9A3n VKrIY t3sy1V0 vHdiv i~svivU c0oO~UWI 
Garo1 nag 000-0 tJO~iHOdNI 33Nf3ASJ3U 	0 . 3fAos viva 
S I1VA DlTU13WHVd 4'YH lOS"tAs 
S33d030 WVHdJV *MOV11V 10 319Ny
 OT 













































 . . . . .
 I I I L.4N P.0050 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL- MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONO 0.900 ELVATR 0.000 AILRON 0.000 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 So FT12$13C 
- .000 i29osc 0.000 REFL OZI.Z004 . INCHES!2914C 6.000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHESXNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 





 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2 
 C12913C) 03 AUG 71 
 PAGE 457
 







































DATA MIST. CODE *61 































Z -. 0- 003 5 6 1__________,2 04 H£ 
)I.0 4 

_ _ __ _ _________H 
DATA ANGLECOF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREESL 
S~FO CH NR A RAHTRC VAWLE DATA7SOCE2 1CE PCEI 53ERGE 4A10
 













-.-  00405 
-. 0"s1 
.4 -. aa5 
G. OF__ ATAK_E_ ALHA DEGEE 

























.0005 ", . 
bi 






-. 0040 ]'. . . 
0.0045 ....... ,
 
- IO*51 a . 4 - 6 a S o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNDOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA $MAC E REFERENCE INFCMMATTON 
0 .0-0 ELA 0.000 AILACW 0.000 "DATA$ET ALPHA .DATASET ALPHA REFS 6064.Uv4o at rT 
12924C G.U00 REED 1422.8040 INCHES 
XMRP Z42z.5040 ;NCHEZ 
YHRF 0 11000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COME * SCALE 0.0030 SCALL 


































 0 4 I2 6 a to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, 
-ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE








YMRP G*OdOo ZNChES 
ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CCDE *EI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7E10VI7J2 
 C12913C] 
 03 AUG 71 PAGE 462
 

























OATA MIST. CODE *EI 





















-*0020 1.910C - .00 2DG DOD EF 81.04 mc 
-0O4 
z --+.0 
-214 -.. 010 ... . REPO 14ZaU ICHE 




-1P ; 50D ZCE
 
D 03_ AG __0_D
M N OT02 AUG 71 -464H _29_C)

OF ATTACK SCAEGREESSAL
D TA MITHANGLEANATA .AALPHA. DEGREES 















U 1.0 .6 4 .6 a 1
-. 0050 
-. m 






















12 14C 6.066 REFO 14Z2.8040 INCHES 
YHRP 142Z.5040 INCHES 
YMRPZ.R P Q.DOO0"1.0 0 4 INHESI C H S 
DATA MIST. CODE Ex SCALE 0.003, SCALE 















 SLIP___ ANGLE,__ BETA,__ DEGREES
 
C-,1 
C,0 IR .D 

-
E SEL 6 8 "0D2.0 5IC~F
I i 4 

E B 




__NCHE 4 2 5 4 0I C E
 
- 205 Y-C 

H p I O O O 4 I C
 
-12 
-1T0 HST 6 





N DETA OBITE BIDEISIPNGE.BEA SAL





 E VT oV1JXCW9
05lE 
 ) 03AG70PG 
 6
 









-- SIESI NL. EA ERE 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S 1 964 ALPHA 0.000 EL VTR 0.000 
IZ-90 AIRON .0noREFS 
4 oDD 
4.959 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EIOVI7J2X CW2906C' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6084.0040 F 
EFL OZZ.2004 INCHES 
REFS 1422.8040 INCHES 
XHRP 4122. 5al INCHES 
Y.RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 130.0004 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 

















-0 -0 6 4 2 04 	 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES




 0.000 ELVATR 0.00) 
 REFS 6084.0040 
-S FT





 REFS 1422.8040 - INCHES
 
1.100 	 XHRP INCHES
.00 	 1422.S4g
1 2 9YMRP ZRF 130.0004o.o OOO INCHE S
 INCHES
 
1.472 DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE o.o035 	 SCALE
 
MSFC484 .;NR DELTA ORBITER 85WIE10V17J2X tW2906C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 468
 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
P A RA E TR I C VA LUE SR 
ALPHA D.000 ELVATR 0.000EF 
AILRON 0-00RFS 
4.0REFB 
DATA MIST. C bE -. 







03 AUG 71 



























U -. 005 















-1 -i a 6 
 0S
 





0.606 ALPHA Ovoo ELVATR REERNE NFRATO

.905 ILR N D.000 
_INCHES REFL 6 
 20_4 






Y'mR P 11 000 INCHES
oCOE *E
1 209 
 1.7 AAMS.Z SCALE 130.aGD4005 SCALE
RP INCH S
 




















(C -. 025 
z 
O .030
-. 040 I l _____, , I , , 
-12 - 0 
- - 6 - 4 -- 2 4 6 a so It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
3YMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.964 ALPHA 0.050 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 6084.OO4o2.990 AILRON 0.0oo SQ FT 
REFL 8Z1.2004 INCHES 
4.000 






DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17ElOVl7J2X 
 CW2906C) 























_,, 1 1 a 4 * 
_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 




o Go 00 0.TA00
MACH .606 ELVATR 0.000 ALPHAN . ALPHA REFS 6064.0040 $0 FTCATASET ALPHA o DATASET0.00 AILRN 0.00 APA RF 0404 0fW913C - 6.000 X2906C 
 0.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
6.oo 
 W2914C 6.000 REFS 1422.0040 INCHES 
XHRP 1422.5040 INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZhRP 150.0004 INCHES
DATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0-35 SCALE
 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL --ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENC INFnP.ATTON
BU AH 096 ELAR 001 ATASET ALPHA E DATASET ALPHA 
 REFS 6084.0940 $Q FT
D.O00D AILRON 
 0.O00 
 W2913C - 6.000 X2906C 

6.:coo 
 O.000 REFL 821.2004 INCHES
W914C 6.00 





ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 











-12 --0 ­ -4 -2 2''' 4 " G 1" 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 

























0.0000 INCHES INCHES 
DATA MST. DE SE B.TA3E ECALE 
ZRP 
SCALA 
I0.02G 4 INCHES 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYScALPHA PARAMETRIC1.6VALUES 
 DATA 45OURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
.00 MC 
 1.6 LAR 
 .00 DATASET ALPHA DATASET 
 ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
0: 000 AILRCK 0.000 wzal c- 6.000 X2906C D*Duo REFL 
 821.ZD04 "INCHES
 








DATA HIST. CME *E ZMRP 13G.0004
SCALE 0.0 35 INCHESSCAL  
MSFC4B4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7EI0VI7J2 CW2913C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 475.
 
_ _ 







3 * . do 119 l v 
s3xNtl 6000OO.OR 
sS4ON! O'OS z2tI 
SSHDN1 0,09:221T 



























S338930 'V138 '31SNV dIlS 301S 
2; 0? 9 *0 .~*-9-9.. aw-a,­



























 4 6 a to 22 
SYMBOL ALPHA 	
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
o300 MACH 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.08 ELVATR 0.000 DATAST ALPHA DATASET ALPHA
S .000 AILRON 0.00U 	 REFS 6084.0040 SQ FTW2SI3C 





INCHESYMRP D.000 INCHES 
DATA NZ$T, Coo *E 	 ZNRP 130.004 INCHESSCALE B.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2 
 (W2913C) 





 SLk' 3SVd onv col cOm PLtA013LtA98 H3118dO V1130 dN,:MW3SW 





















moly.OIN 3mSU a 3flnOs vivol S36VA )IISYlV4 VH~lY 100.05 
S33d30 'VIBG '3lSNV dilS 301S 
-~~CI-­1o-m











z -.010 7_ / 
-. 025 L l * IJ, I ,•i t l I . I I I 
-12 -20 
 a 6 4 ­- 9 GSIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES 4 6 a o I; 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BC .1 
 LAR .00VT5TALPHA
Zo AILRC 0.000 DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SO FTW293 C - 6.60 D XZ$OC 0.00 REFL 621.2004 INCHES 
6.0au 
 W2914C SlDow 
 REFS 14ZZ.o040 IN1CHES 
XMRP Z4ZZ5040 INCHES. 
YMRF D. DDo INChts
 
ZMRP 13G.DDU4 INCHES 
ATA MIST. COE AD SCALE O.OOZ5 SCALE
 















-,J - -6 -4 -22 4 610 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARA METRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
co MC 1.6 LAR 




6.o000 AILRON 0,000 W913C 6.000 X29D6C BDoQO REFM 
 821.20U4 INCHES
6.000 
 W924C 6.0as 





ZLRP 130.0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE * bL.Lt D.0055 ."Lt 















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
O REFERENCE INFORMATIONMAC 1.961 ELVATR 
 G.Duo DATASET 
 ALPHA OATASET ALFHA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
::.000 AILRON 0.000 
 W2913C -6.000 
 12906C 0.000 
 AEFL 821.2004 INCHES,
6.000 
 W2914 6.000




DATA MIST. COE YNRF 0.O0000 INCHES
E ZHRP 130.0004 INCHES
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E10VI7J2 
 (W2913C] 






Li .05<5 -7 
U." 





* -15 0 -__ -0_-.1 o00 -o0 05 00 
_O 05 *00 °2_.
 
L.:I : .01 .05 .0 ..0 .1 05 . 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE PEFERENCE INFrRATION
Q ELVATR 0.000 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA 
:000 M 0.606 REFS 6004.0040 50 FT0.000 AILRON 0.000 W2913C - 6.000 X2906C O.000 REFL 021.2004 INCHES 
6.000 
 W2914C 6.000 REFS 1422.8040 . INCHES 
XNRP 1422.5040 'INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRF 1..0004 INCHESDATA HIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OV17J2 LW2913C) 









YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN
 
Y MOL AL HA 
 PARA MTR I C VALU ES 
 DT A SOUR CE 
 R EER N CE NF O A T IN Go MC 
 .0 LAR QSDDTSTALPHA DATASET ALPHA 
 R rFs 6084.U0O $0 FT
 
XMRF 14ZZ.5040 INCHES
Y.RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 13 040 04 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE * SCALE B . GS5 $CALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WITE1OVI7J2 {W2913C) 
03 AUG 71 PAGE 483
 
t'8l 3QYd !L 91W £0 (3cs1zA) ZPLIAOIBLItAS8 83IISH0 V1130 tJN t'SKUSN5 
3* 3005 -1SU* viva 
S3.INT ,000o a 44RA4 
93H)NT *o02 Tag 1439 043W0 J906aX 000-6 - 00- 0000samZ soally 
ast olaorflus SA3H Y~dlV 132v1v0 VH41Y J2SyVIV nooro flVAl3 tnz~>t -W towe-
N0NOIINX flR33J4f 32?Ifos viva safl1YA Dfl8t2wfltj V~dly 10S4AS 
NAJ 'UN319L45303INBWQW-9NIMYVA 













L - -. 5 
-. 0) -.025 -.O20 -. 01S -.010 -.o0$ .000 .Wus .010 .01S .090 .025 .050 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAIETRIC VALUE$ DATA SOURCC REFERENCE CNFOPMATnt4
 
- .0 MACH 1.465 ELVATR 0.DS0 DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 604,0040 $0 FT 
a.0Du AILRO 0.000 wa913C - 6.000 X2906C 0.000 fEFL 212,0D04 INCHES 
0U2514C SSOc XHRP 1422,540 INCHES 
YNRP 0 o00 INCHES 
2 
SCALE 0.ooo2 SoCLE 
DATA MIST. COVE ES 













- YAIN MOETCEFCET -' . YMRF 6:00D-' N 5 
o. 0 u 6.00RES ____ _ 42 .8.0 INHE 
-N 050 1 ICC
 
-. 0S0 -. 025 ,0*0" ,.015 r.010 -,t05 .000 .005 .0to .015 .02o .0*5 .050 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT CYN
 
SY4OL ALNHA PARAEThIC VALUES IATA SOURCE U REF0REN3
7NFORPATON2- 0.000 1.981 ELVATR 0.000 OAThSET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 5084.0 40 PT
 
0.000 AILRON 0.000 129$SC - 5.000 X?906C 0.000 REF 521.2004 INCHES 
t*Ot51)4C s.oo REPO ±4 2.040 IN hES 
.00XN&F 1422.5040 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 150.0004 INCHES 
DATA NIST. COCE . tE SCALE 0.05 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER BSW17E10V17J2 tW2913C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 486
 
__ __ __ 
__ 










<E -. 006 
0 









___F _ ______0 IN HE 
- .0200 .4 0.6 D.a 1.0 1,2 t.4 i.e 3. .0 t2 R.4 r.6 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYHUOL ALPHA PARAMETRI~C VALUES DATA SOURCE R~EFERENCE !NFOflflT!ON2TA.000AkY& D.000 AIt&K 0.0a DATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 6084,0040S PT0.1008
NR0 LT BVT 
­ c2913CR
0.oAU REL 21.204 INCHESQ .000 12914C 6s001) REPS 142,8040 INCHiES CNRP 1422.5040 INCHES 
YHRP U.0000 INCHES 
Z'-F' I30.0004 INCES 
DATA NZST. CODE *c SCALE 0.003$ SCALE 
-MSPC4B4 NR DELTA OfRBITER 85W17E10V17J2 (12913t) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 487 
_______ 








04 0.6 -6:6 1.0 ao 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 RoE 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMOL ALPHA ARAETRC VALES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORATION
.00 E 
 TR 000 :IRN 000 DTSTALPHA OATASET ALPHA REFS 6084.0040 SQ FT
 
0.000






DATA MIST. CODE *El 
ZH.P - : 0 INCHES 
SCALE .035 S CALE 
MSFC484 NR DEL-TA ORBITER B5W17EIOV17J2 112913C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 488
 
2.6 













0. . . .0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.3 2.0 2.2 2.4 i.6 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 - .0 ELVATR 0.000 AILRON 0.000 GATASET ALPHA DATASET ALPHA REFS 60$4.0040 * SQ PT. 
0.000 12913C - 6.000 12908C 0.0c0 EFL 21 2004 INCHES 
6.000 12914C 6.09a REF8 1A4zz:040 . INCfHXMRF 14 22.5040 INCHES 
YNRP U.000 INCHES 
ZMRP "a,0004 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *El SCALE 0.0035 SCALE
 
MSFC4S4 NR DELTA ORBITER B5W17E1OV17J2 (12913C) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 489
 







%.4 0.6 L.1.0 1.2 1.4 1. . 20 2 . o 
MACH NUMBER
 








DATA MIST. CODE *E*EF SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC484 NR DELTA ORBITER B5WI7ElOVl7J2X [V2906V) 03 AUG 71 PAGE 490
 












BETA 0.O00 ELVATR 0.000 REFS 6064.004V 54 FT
 
AILR. 0.000 REEL - 821.204 INCHES
 








DATA MIST, CODE *EEF SCALE a.0035 $CALE
 
MSFC464 NR DELTA ORBITER 85Wl7EIOVI7J2X CV2906V] 03 AUG 71 PAGE 491
 










oA L O 0..0 
_ _ 
____ __4 




 jMR 14.104 INCHES 
0.A5 
_________ SCLE 0.03 SAL 
MSC8 RDLAORIE 5IEO172 





M C 4 C0894 '0 RlF$7T _IN_____O 
DATA MIS. OE *E*LVA 
 SCALR{ENE INFORM A LE
 
